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ABSTRACT

Against Custodial Education The Introduction
of an Open Campus Plan into Worcester
South High School:
A Historical Documentation
August, 1973

William B. Hynes, B.S.: College of the Holy Cross
Master ot Education: State College at Worcester
Directed by: Dr. Atron A. Gentry
The purpose of this study was to scrutinize the

genesis of an educational change on the high school level.
The school studied was one in which the writer had spent

nine years as a teacher and during that time had partici-

pated closely in the formation of guidelines for the

proposed modification.
The custodial posture of American schools is a

result of the interweaving of the nation's profile as a

melting pot and the rapid changes the Industrial Revolution
wrought upon everyday life.

Massachusetts' rapid transition

from an agricultural economy to an industrial economy

necessitated a school philosophy of compulsory attendance
and a specified number of years of participation tor each

youngster
Such a system was adequate for a good many generations
of Massachusetts youngsters.

However, by the end of World

War II the rapid changes overtaking
contemporary society
soon outstripped the school in its
function of preparing
the young to cope with a far more
diversified world.
Schools had lost their relevancy and along
with it their
grip on the control function they once
had exercised so
well.
The 1960’s were years of ferment and
rebellion on
the part of high school students as they
struggled tor some

autonomy within the educational structure.

Student strikes

and demonstrations forced educators to take a
hard look
at the antiquated mechanism which school had
become.

The

more adventuresome implemented ideas which would relieve
the custodial pressures and open the walls or the school
to more of the outside world.

With Parkway

m

Philadelphia and Metro in Chicago

setting the pace, systems all over the country began ex-

perimenting with alternatives to the traditional modes
of conducting a school.

Innovative systems in Massachusetts

set the tenor of diversification with various types of

open campus arrangements.

These allowed the student more

control over what he could do in his unscheduled time
during the school day.
By 1970 Worcester South High had Degun to investigate

a form of program which would include some or these features.

With committees drawn up to ensure smooth transformational
measures, studies were made of on-going successes in the
field.

By addressing a plan to the particular needs and

limitations of South High School,
the committee was able
to devise a proposal which was
accepted by the School
Committee tor implementation on April
1,

ly72.
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INTRODUCTION
The changes required of education by the
problems of

our day are neither fully appreciated nor well
understood.

The attempts made over the years have too often been tem-

porary or have failed to live up to expectations and in
their failure have hindered further forays into secondary
^^vi-sion.

Change should not be made merely because it is

the fashionable thing to do.

Both leaders and followers

have to be sincerely convinced of the change's necessity
and be equipped with conviction, honesty and expertise be-

sides political know-how in order to facilitate desired

innovations
Changes which have infiltrated the American schools
over the last 50 years have placed demands upon the educa-

tional system.

These have been largely unanswered by

curriculum and administrative experts.

In 1910 the average

American high school enrolled ninety students.

Most schools

today have populations five to thirty-five times that many
students and the concomitant problems inherent in that
growth.

How has this growth affected the ways that schools

serve students?

What does it do to the student's self-

identification with the school?

How can closer affinity

with and greater affection for this larger school be
attained?

The problems peculiar to the small school are

Vlll

mostly in the past.

What lies before us is making the

large school personal, livable, and lovable.

Education at

all levels has failed to meet the social and psychological

demands of rapidly increasing enrollments.
Students themselves have markedly changed.

The old

perception of the influence of the school upon learning is
that eighty per cent took place in school while twenty per
cent was left to outside the walls.

Today the ratio is

almost opposite with the "paideia," as labelled by Charles
Silberman, taking over as the chief educator and the teacher,
school, and curriculum being minimized

1
.

In Crisis in the Classroom Silberman went into

detail describing the paideia of Athenian times as the

community and the culture operating together to educate the
person.

The point that he made strongly was that it was

this influence and not formal schooling which educated to

the greatest extent.

He faulted the modern schools and

outside institutions as being mutually exclusive in their

operations and irresponsible to the important role they play
in the enculturation process.

The alienation and irrelevancy of this process be-

came very evident to students in the early and mid nineteen
sixties when the student demonstrations took place and

schools throughout the nation were faced with demands from
a suddenly vocal student population.

1

See Charles Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom.

IX

Reaction to these demands took many
forms. Some
schools became brick fortresses with
police patrolling the
corridors and tall fences to recapture
the miscreants.
Others realized the problem to be a real
one and sought

educational solutions.

Greater freedoms were extended to

individuals and a less repressive atmosphere was
created
inside the school walls.

Radical freedom solutions were

devised such as Parkway in Philadelphia and Metro in
Chicago
that served as models for other schools to aim at.

The schools of the City of Worcester, Massachusetts,

underwent their own period of crisis in the mid-nineteen
sixties.

Student demonstrations took place at all of the

schools and two of the junior highs.

Demands were made

for such freedoms as smoking privileges, a less restrictive

dress code, and more student power in decisions involving
school policies.

South High School, like the others, organized

various committees to catch the feelings of the students
in an orderly manner and build constructive suggestions

based on their input on how the school could improve and

prevent further demonstrations.

A guidance committee, a

student senate, a curriculum committee and a principal's

advisory board were all convened and met on a regular basis
to assess changes which could result in students gaining a

sense of power and responsibility in the decision making
process.

It was a consensus opinion that most of the

problems which were most nettlesome to the students and

X

their idea of larger freedoms within
the school could be
solved by the institution of some sort
of open

campus plan.

m

The students were aware that other towns
and systems
the area had some semblance of such a
change. Many in-

dividuals had conflicting opinions of the scope
and goals
of the various programs.

Most of the committee participants

including faculty, administration, pupils, parents
and local

merchants agreed that the implementation of some sort of
plan incorporating features of open campus would be
beneficial
to all.

Because open campus was so flexible and could be

adjusted to individual schools and problems, it was considered by most to be the ideal precursor to any other

significant changes in curriculum, the length of the school
day or the length of the school year.
The realization was evident to many involved in

these committees that although the Worcester schools had
done an admirable job of preparing youngsters for life for

many generations, the rapid acceleration of change over the
last fifteen years had not been matched by concurrent

changes in the way school was conducted.

Worcester is a

conservative city and only the most conservative departure
from the norm would be acceptable to the School Committee
and the population at large.

Those involved in the movement

would have to guard especially close against espousing
radical moves for the Worcester schools.
With this background and knowledge in mind committees

began to meet to discuss the possibility of such a change

for some segment of the secondary
school population of
Worcester.
To trace the history of custodial
education in

Massachusetts and examine how significant
departures were
made by some schools in the state is the
first segment of
this dissertation.

The final three chapters involve the

implementation of changes in Worcester in general and
South
High School in particular. The success or failure
of the

program is not documented as of this writing but by delving
into the genesis of the change the author is hopeful
others

will benefit from the long and careful process.

1

CHAPTER

I

The Legacy of Custodial
Education in Massachusetts
To many Americans the mention of education’s
history
in this country is still blurred by such
images as one room

schoolhouses

,

apples for the teacher, girls in crinolines

and boys in bib overalls.

Realistically, however, education

in America is urban education in context and
substance as

well as in numbers of students.

Three quarters of all Americans live in metropolitan
one third live in inner cities. The population
of Brooklyn, one of the five boroughs of New York City,
is larger than that of any one of the twenty-five
smallest states in the United States. The combined
population of New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and Detroit (the nation’s five largest cities)
is greater than the combined population of the nineteen smallest states in the nation.
j

The amounts of students who pass through the school

systems of these large cities and the influences their

schools have upon their lives and futures is tremendous.

And these are the schools that have

been so severely taken

to task by all sides.

The schools have been boycotted and picketed; they have
been assaulted by reformers and reactionaries; and they
have been increasingly abandoned by the people whose

See Robert L. Woodbury, ’’Some Myths and the Need
The Hope Factor
for Simple Facts,” in Urban Education:
W.B. Saunders Co., 1972).
(Philadelphia:

2
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In the city, the center of
th^io presumably
all th
modern
and dynamic, public
?f
tion often
remains the sluggish legacy of another educaage.
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How did this other age evolve and leave
urban education in such a condition? How can the
people who have
abandoned these schools be enlisted to come
to their aid?
What can we learn from the history of education?
Public Education in Nineteenth
Century Massachusetts
As an early example of an educational system with

problems thrust upon it by urbanization, Massachusetts is

characteristic.

An agricultural state for the better part

of two hundred years, its educational needs were met by a

school system which was sustained directly by the people

without special care or direct aid from the government.
The populace in general recognized the efficacy of education
•

and sentiment

m
•

•

its favor was universal.

3

Two influences radically changed this bucolic

situation.

The industrial revolution altered the concen-

tration of wealth and labor and European immigration
swelled the numbers of urban inhabitants.

Each of these

2

See Peter Schrag, Village School Downtown (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1967), p. 2.
3

See Michael B. Katz, The Irony of Early School
Reform (Cambridge, Massachusetts
Harvard University
Press 1968 )
:

,

.

.

.

3

had separate consequences for education and together
they

changed the face of the Massachusetts schools for all time.
Because of the need for workers in the burgeoning

factories and mills the labor of children became a valuable
commodity.

This resulted in the reduction of the school's

influence in the community.

The social basis of the school,

so evident when the population was homogeneous and agrarian,

became fragmented by the various sects and classes that

emanated from the influx of immigrant people.

Educational

reformers stepped in to readjust the goals and priorities
of Massachusetts education.

The problem facing the reformers was completely

alien to them.

The Yankee population had dispersed and the

cities were full of immigrants, mostly Irish in origin.

4

These people brought rough, rude habits to their new country
and required extensive orientation to the ways of their new

home

Public schools supported by the tax dollar arose
and advanced past the private schools and unincorporated

academies in numbers attending.

The creation and spread

of a new type of school, the public high school, accom-

panied the decline in academy attendance.

Public schools

were educating proportionately more of the state’s children.
State government began to take a stronger and more

^

5

Ibid

.

,

p

Ibid

.

,

p.

.

6

12.

.

4

paternalistic attitude toward education at
this time.

In

1837 the legislature created the Board
of Education and in
1852 passed the first compulsory school law. 6
Compulsory

schooling quickly became enmeshed in legal and
traditional
bonds and "going to school" became the full-time
occupation
for anyone between the ages of five and sixteen
or
more.

The legalities of compulsory schooling were justified
by

saying the children were being protected from exploitation
by parents and employers and that basic literacy and civics

were required for an enlightened democratic electorate.
When this process turns to regimentation and policing
is a secondary school crown of thorns and is the motivating

force behind the staggering amount of spirit-breaking so

common to the lower-middle class schools.

But who is to say

that it is within the bounds of a school plant that a majority
of education for life is imparted?

Charles Silberman main-

tains that the largest educating force in the world today
is the "paideia" or wholeness of society that influences

the child of the present.

The enormous and growing commit-

ment that society has toward school as the chief means of
educating young people raises some questions:

What is a

Is the young Australian bushman who is learning

school?

to pound maize in a wooden mortar under the guiding hand of

an elder member of the tribe or a young African boy learning
to stalk game with his father going to school?

6

Ibid

.

,

p.

13

Is the

.

5

class under the tree in the bush a
school as well as Chevy
Chase High or Phillips Exeter Academy?

What is a school?
we cannot learn at home?

What can we learn at school that
If a definition of a school can

be agreed on, what would be the implication
of the continued

reliance on the formal school institution as the
chief
vehicle of conveying education to the young people
of the
future in a rapidly changing and shrinking world?

Do the

amount of human effort and the commitment to, and involve-

ment in, formal school education pay sufficient dividends
for us to continue this exercise?

In other words should

we continue in the future to place the same faith in and

devote the same emphasis to the school as we have in the
past?

The task of a society in preparing its young for

full membership in the adult community has traditionally

brought education to the forefront as the principal means
of cultural self-perpetuation.

Education has, in fact,

been defined as the process of enculturation

.

This process

is accomplished in different ways and schools exist in vary-

ing degrees of schoolness.

7

These range from the unconscious

and informal observations that children make of elders in

the family to the more organized and formalized school

situations.

They include the aforementioned "bush" schools

and the most modern, technologically equipped classroom our

7

Michael B. Katz, Class, Bureaucracy and Schools
1971)
p. 49
Praeger Inc.
(New York:
,

,

6

Western society can offer with closed
circuit television and
a dial-access system.
But education had taken place even
where there were
no school buildings but this did
not mean that the children
were not educated. They learned by
living and doing. Home
was a school.
In homes and on farms children were
taught the
skills which would enable them to play their
full part as

adult members of their society.

They learned by direct ob-

servation and imitation and were taught tribal
history by
oral tradition which also helped them to acquire
the sacred
cultural mores and attitudes as well as the behavioral
codes

which were valued by their society.
As the problems of society became more complex, the

processes of socialization and enculturation accelerated
and in turn became more intricate and specialized.

Differ-

entiated institutions became necessary to ensure the orderly

transmission from generation to generation and the formal
school evolved.

As life has become more complex, the school

has assumed more functions.

The extended family, once the

primary agent in shaping the child's interests, values, and
personality, had to give way to the school.

And now the

school must open its doors to admit more of the influence
of society as an educational medium.

The over concern of schools with book learning and

examinations tends to divorce the school from the world of
reality.

Consequently the schools are failures in their

feeble attempts to produce products able to cope with the

7

"future shook" world of ever
proliferating change. Because
the schools of today are so
defensive of the status quo
their
products are subsequently ill equipped
to cope with the rapid
Changes and variations present in a
modern society. The
longer the secondary schools remain
insulated from the
"paideia" the longer they will confuse,
frustrate, and
alienate their students. The problem
of custody has become
a millstone which is a line
of demarcation between the schools
of today and the society of today.
The Legislation of Custodial Education

Because of the previously enumerated traditional
stances, the legalities of custodial care are
precise and

thoroughly engrained on all teachers and administrators by
their school law instructor.

"All pupils will be supervised

at all times by a licensed teacher."

"The school will be

responsible in loco parentis for a duly registered and
attendant child."

All children present for more than

four hours shall be provided recess and/or cafeteria

facilities."

"A school day, to be counted, must involve

the physical presence of students for the required number
of hours."

"Secondary school shall operate not less than

five hours daily, exclusive of lunch or recess."

These

are all hidebound throwbacks to the compulsory educations

0

"In loco parentis" is a state law in Massachusetts
and in many other states which designates the teacher or
other proper authority as in the place of the parent with
the accompanying privileges and responsibilities.

8

acts deemed as necessary by the educational wisdom
of Henry

Barnard and Horace Mann.

They were far more necessary in

the years of 1850 to 1930 when inimical forces would
have

liked more of the offspring to be working and contributing
to the family economic situation than they are in the
1970's.

What way of thinking produced such legal entangleas restrict our schools today?

How has the leisurely

"schole" of Socrates become the massive concrete block in the

middle of an asphalt playground that is school to so many
youth today?

Further, has the philosophy which spawned these

fortresses remained at the forefront of educational thought
processes?
The schools of New England were always in the posi-

tion of leadership when it came to education.

When society

recognized that school was necessary, subsequently began
taxing people, and demanded attendance from their children
Barnard and Mann were at the fountainhead to guide the less

privileged on the correct path out of invincible ignorance.
In their rationale for education of the New England masses

their primary purposes are worthy of note.

They perceived schools as the key agencies for

uplifting the quality of urban life by nipping in the bud
the poverty, crime, and immorality that they perceived as

accompanying life in the industrial centers.

The condit-

ioning and improvement of New England's manufacturing

population through the education of all its people was seen
by them as the great problem to work out.

.

9

Schools had to halt the impending degeneracy
of the
N ew Engiand character and heal the
developing class
gu
within New England cities, where existed

'poverty,
ignorance, profligacy, and irreligion, and
a classifi-’
cation of society as broad and deep as ever
divided the
plebian and patrician of Ancient Rome.' 9
In that light the first task of the
schools became

to ensure the regular attendance of all
children upon a pro-

longed systematic and carefully structured formal
education.
The founders

perception of the city having such unfavorable

surroundings and numerous temptations from the examples and

teaching of low-bred idleness resulted in their conclusion
that school attendance should begin at five.

Recognizing

the incompetence of the urban poor as parents by their

standards they preferred to set up an artificial family
setting in place of the natural one.
No one at all familiar with the deficient household
arrangements and deranged machinery of domestic life,
of the extreme poor, and ignorant, to say nothing of
the intemperate -- of the examples of rude manners,
impure and profane language, and all the vicious
habits of low bred idleness, which abound in certain
sections of all populous districts -- can doubt, that
it is better for children to be removed as early and
as long as possible from such scenes and examples.

With a surrogate mother (teacher) in charge, this

procedure would remove the child from parental influences
and begin the inculcation of desirous character tendencies.

The molding of the young psyche would cleanse the soul of

vicious propensities and instill the youngster with moral

q

Michael Katz in Class, Bureaucracy and Schools
p. 30 quotes Henry Barnard for this information.
10

Ibid

.

,

p

.

31

.

10

beauty and a virtuous character by
the "habitual practice of
cleanliness, delicacy, refinement, good
temper, gentleness,
kindness, justice and truth ." 11 School
attendance, warned
Barnard, was not to be taken lightly.
Should it ever slacken,
society would reap its retribution tor
the crime of neglected
12
childhood
.

The influence of the Puritan-religious-work
ethic is
overriding here. The imposition of character
traits dis-

cerned as uplifting was the unmistakable goal
of the early
school fathers and was treated by them as more
important

than learning any skill or subject.

Schools existed to serve

society by tending to the characters of otherwise neglected

children
Schools to Fill Industrial Needs

Bound up in the Puritan ethic was the special im-

portance it played in the development of values important
to industrial society.

Near the top of these was the value

of time and its importance to school

—

industry.

Schools

were obsessed with instilling a sense of time into children
and its ramifications were manifested by irregular or tardy

attendance.

The parallel behavior required of the student and

the working man was unmistakable.

11
12

Barnard

P-

Ibid

For both, precision had

.

Katz in Class, Bureaucracy and Schools quotes
31

.

11

become a necessary habit; regularity
and economy of time
had come to mark the position of
the community as appears in
the running "on time” of the
railways , the strict regulations
imposed by large manufacturing firms,
as well as the daily
arrangements of school duties. Thusly
schools were training
grounds for commerce and what was instilled
in the mind of
the pupil became recognized by the
man as of primary
impor-

lance in the transaction of business.
This was how the early urban school
organizers pleaded

their case for carefully structured systems
of education.
Fully developed plans for systems of schools
and elaborate

architecture, curricula, and pedagogy mark the reports
and
appeals of Mann, Barnard and their contemporaries."^

Their

purpose was to elevate the quality of public education
by

standardizing and systematizing its structure and content.
This custodial way of thinking coupled with the

lock step philosophy resulted in the egg-crate syndrome."^
This was where the one-room integrated day type school

structure was turned into a multi-level building of graded
rooms and firmly bolted fixed desks.

The children must all

learn the same thing at the same rate and by the same
stimulus.

13

14

Those who did not progress with the same alacrity

Ibid

.

,

p.

33.

The egg-crate syndrome is a term used to describe
edifices which in construction resembled so many egg cartons
piled one on top of the other, all equal in size.

12

as their peers were "kept back"
in the same egg-crate

classroom for another year under the
same tutelage.
The egg-crate syndrome was a neat
and orderly way of
producing robots who, like Bob Dylan’s
"Ticky Tacky" all
came out the same. 15

Those who resisted this slotting and

caging had a stigma attached to them.
the bane of the schools' existence.

The "dropout" became

At one time in Massa-

chusetts a child was considered dropped from the
school
rolls after 10 consecutive school days of absence.

He was

formally re-enrolled upon his return and a special code
noted this in the attendance book.

matching federal funds

,

Now for reasons of

the student is never dropped from

the rolls and even some who have only attended one day in

September are held all the way to June as phantom members.
Dr.

Conant’s grip on the minds of educators is still

strong enough to subjugate individual development in favor
of national needs.

The crowded classroom with the students

obliged to face front for most of the day doing lessons prescribed by an administration as detached from the lives of
the youngsters by as great a distance as the suburb from the

ghetto, having no relation to their intellectual, social,

15

In Dylan's song all of the people lived in the
same neighborhood, in like houses, with diet, entertainment,
and outlook all the same with the result that they all looked,
talked and thought the same.
*1

p

This is in reference to Dr. Conant's pro-science
education position from which he attacked American education
See The American High School Today
in the post-Sputnik era.

.

.

13

annual, or economic interests is a
pitifully common sight
in urban schools today.
This syndrome reduces individuality or
spontaneity,
diminishes the youngsters to numbers, and
teachers to drill
sergeants.
If a youngster tries to assert his
individual

prerogatives, he is often halted, frustrated, even
jailed.
If he does not perform in this stifling
atmosphere he may

be humiliated and threatened but not allowed to
fail and

get out.

The ghetto youth especially bridles at such

treatment and combined with the hopelessness that pervades
his world, blackboard jungles with uniformed police patrolling

the corridors are an end result.

Middle-class youngsters are exposed to this for four
more years when they go to college but they are steeled to
it and supported by their middle-class outlook and nurtured

by the payoffs inherent in the end.

Even here the avenues

of opportunity are becoming choked and the expanding market
for skills and cultural learning are no

longer free and

open
The current emphasis on testing and grading is

indicative of the closed market for skills and learning.
There are relatively few job opportunities for those who
score high and almost none of the high scorers become in-

dependent enterprisers.

This means that big business is

reaping the harvest of the enormous selectivity and weedingout process of our schools -- all children are grist for

the mill and everybody pays for the grinding process.

.
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Paul Goodman in Compulsory Mis-educat
ion states,
If our present high schools, junior
colleges, and
colleges reflected the desire, freedom,
and
opportunity of the young, there would be no future
grading,
no testing except as a teaching method,
and no blackjungles.
In fact, we are getting lockstep
scheduling and grading to the point of torture.
The
senior ^year of high school is sacrificed to
batteries
of national tests, and policemen are going
to stand in
the corridors.
Even an elite school such as Bronx
Science -- singled out by Dr. Conant as the best
school
the country -- is run as if for delinquents, with
corridor passes and a ban on leaving the building.
The
conclusion is evitable: the scholastically bright are
not following their aspirations but are being pressured
and bribed; the majority
those who are bright but
not scholastic, and those who are not especially bright
but have other kinds of vitality -- are being subdued. 17

m

.

—

History and mishandled economic priorities have made
custodial functions an integral, albeit onerous, part of
United States education.

School systems are reluctant to

introduce change of any substantial impact and are wary of

those who espouse change strategies.

The lifting of such

a hide bound change as custody with constant supervision

and the creation of a freer more relaxed atmosphere where

youngsters can come and go without a Cerberean eye continually on them must be approached with expertise and tre-

pidation

.

Toward a New American Philosophy of Education
The American pioneer spirit which explored a

continent, developed new social and political organizations,

17

Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis -education (New York:
Horizon Press, 1964), pp~ 7 0-71
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absorbed myriads of immigrants and brought
technology to
such a close relationship with human existence
has espoused
the philosophy and practice of education belonging
to another
age and imported from another society. The
industrialism

mentality pushed an appropriate design which has grown less
applicable to our modern times.

A system of education more

in keeping with American life must be mandated.

After an examination of our high schools, it is
difficult: to reflect upon the fact that bold and adventurous

exploration was a major part of the American heritage.

The

self-reliance and individualism that was a hallmark of America is neither fostered nor allowed.

A great deal of effort

is required to realize how this country has survived so long

in the face of the harsh realities of life when its high

schools so poorly train its young for survival.

Why is the

American high school so out of touch with American life?
Perhaps the boundaries of education are no longer correctly
drawn.

Philosophically and operationally our schools perceive that students learn best in a special building isolated

from the larger community.

This has created a haven in which

students and teachers do not need to explore but only to
accept.

Within this separated refuge, students are expected

to learn in so-called homogeneous groups called classes, and

within these classes students are isolated, separated from
each other by the seating arrangement and by the competition
for approval.

Seldom are they allowed to cooperate in a
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systematic, friendly manner.

Lastly, within these "boxes,"

both school house and classroom, life
is self-reflecting,
with no relation to anything outside of
itself and so it

becomes a fantasy, it becomes unreal.

Students’ learning is

evaluated within the "boxes" and it is never
tested against
the realities of life.
Students commonly feel that

what is

learned in school is only for the purposes of
school.

This

is the oft-referred to irrelevance of
education.

Science and technology have enabled us to explore

outer space, but what of inner space, ourselves?

How are

the schools equipping our young to understand themselves
and

their environment in a society that is painfully short of

individuals with such knowledge?

From the mass media and

our every day contacts in society, we see that personal an-

xiety is increasing.

Awareness of self is crucial in heading

off trauma inherent in such crises.

Sadly, television, not

schools is more effective in improving communication skills

enabling people to cross social space.

Television viewing is

now a basic skill but the schools are still trying to catch
up with the invention of printing.

The fantastic advances in knowledge clearly point to
the fact that we must more and more depend upon the ability
of men to cooperate in teams and yet our schools continue to

separate students, make them compete with each other and do
not help them to learn the interdependent ways of behavior
so vital to our future.

The balance between cooperation and

competition in our schools needs to be readjusted to conform
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to the realities of modern life.

Students themselves have

shown through their restless, rebellious behavior the
un-

coordination of their studies with the real world that they
experience every day

.

This merely increases their anxiety

and makes it very difficult for them to make a constructive

contribution to society.

The turnabout of this trend rests

squarely on the shoulders of educators.

We can no longer

use the student as a scapegoat.

A readjustment of thinking must be the precursor to
action.

The boundaries of education must be loosed and that

imaginary division between inside and outside, insiders and

outsiders should be the first to go.

We must stop pretending

that children learn inside the school and not the community;

that the written American language is inside the curriculum,
the spoken language is outside; that teachers and admin-

istrators are included in the group of educators and parents,
employers, businessmen, and clergy are not.

The "paideia"

has been educating the young for centuries.

We must now

learn to open our walls and legitimatize its influences.

CHAPTER II
Cracks in the Walls

-

Parkway and Metro

The Factory Model for Schools
The influence of our economic system still holds

education in a strangle hold.

Educational thinking is still

tied to the idea that the school is a kind of factory.

This

itself was at one time a radical innovation which was deDemocracy,

vised to deal with the problem of large numbers.

immigration, and industrialization all presented society with
the

need and the opportunity to educate all of its members,

at least within certain narrow limits.

The task was a

staggering one and understandably people turned to the one

available model for coping with large numbers

—

the factory.

The notion was daring and its proposers were con-

sidered the innovative radicals of the day.

Its success was

predicated upon a number of elements including the specialization of labor.

The deep impression made on nineteenth

century educators by the factory system prompted them to

construct a special building -- the school
factory or shop -- school work could be done.

where as in a
This isolation

created a line of demarcation between "work" and "play"

.

Work is

for some
serious, important, unpleasant in itself but performed

external reward such as money.

Also characteristic

o*

work
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is that it is usually imposed from without rather
than being

generated by the individual performing the task.

Play, on

the other hand, is trivial, unimportant, noncontribut ive and

pleasant in itself.

One should not expect to get anything

out of it and in no way is it socially useful.

All this stems

from a factory-like perspective of activities and results in
a narrow definition of the impacts they have on individuals.

Like the factory, then, the school was a location, a

building constructed for that sole purpose equipped with all
the correct machinery to produce learners

.

The importance

attached to the special machinery slowly obfuscated the idea
that anyone could learn at home.

However, through the

proper use and influence of the machinery, certain skills
could be acquired.

Then it was possible to practice and

polish what had been learned by repetitive exercises performed at home, called homework.
The development of the child’s educational vistas was

broken down into a series of factory-like steps of unvarying
sequence called grades which were invariably broken down

according to the chronological age of the members.

Students

were treated like raw material passing through processes

which refine and reshape the rough edges and then each was
graded and passed or rejected like an industrial product
subject to quality control.

The inevitable hierarchy of the

factory was reproduced in the schools replete with managers,
overseers, foremen, and operatives masquerading under the
heads,
titles of superintendent, principals, department

.
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and teachers

An industrial way of thinking was a direct result of
the misplaced priorities that the nineteenth century innova-

tors applied to learning.

That way of thinking, that learn-

ing is a product, resulted in a division between the two

elements of the school
sters i.e. labor.

—

adults i.e. management and young-

As in industry this division suggested

that there was a structural opposition between management
and labor and that the students as labor were not thought to

have any held interest in their being quality products.
The educators of today no longer consciously think
of school as a factory and students as raw materials to be

molded into a finished product but enough vestiges of the

problem remain that recent developments in education merely
gloss over.

The particular problem of the social organi-

zation of the school reflects most strongly the old influences
and impedes much of the needed freedom to explore that must
be allowed into the learning processes of the twentieth and

twenty-first centuries.

As Katz says "The re-arrangement

of objects in a box does not change the fact that the walls

of the box determine the ultimate mobility of the objects.

The fact that there was opposition between the social

organization of our schools and the job of educating our
young, dictated that some deep changes had to be made or

and Schools
See Michael Katz, Class, Bureaucracy
"
Praeger, Inc., 1971)
(New York:
1

.
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the energy being pumped into interior innovations
would be
drained off by these basic opposing forces.

The continuation of the hostile atmosphere with
its

concomitant tensions was having a deleterious effect
upon the
modern generation of students. A return to the old ways

when education was a cooperative venture based on friendship
and mutuality of interest would be the most desirable alter-

native to lock step factory-like tactics.

Again this type

of learning required a different social organization than

existed in the schools.

The inured ways of thinking have

allowed a school organization that largely prevents a "doing
together" type of school experience.
The "approved" way of progressing through the learning

process dictated that first a child must "go" to school.

If

learning did not take place in a school, it was not really
learning.

The dichotomy remains today.

We persist in separ-

ating schools from the community and all its institutions.
The walls of the box not only include the objects in it but

they exclude the objects from interaction outside the walls.
The space where learning takes place is sanitized, sealed
off from the unclean world, made fit for children and the

transmission of knowledge -- not encountering it

—

since

in most instances it has been removed from its natural

habitat.

The impact of the occasional visiting speaker is

lost because the youngster gains so little knowledge of how

the speaker fits into the outside world except that he relates little to the artificial "inside" world of the school
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building.

Field trips merely whet the appetite of
the

youngster for more educational outside activities
that can
be so satisfying and rewarding.

The entrapment of time also compresses the thinking
of educator and learner.

school days

;

There are school days and non-

school hours and non-school hours.

Millions

are spent on edifices that are only used for six hours a

day and nine months of the year.

Again the factory-like

thinking pervades and suggests the misguided conclusion that

education begins when the student enters the school building
and ends when he leaves.

While in school the children are separated from each
other, grouped in classrooms according to the arbitrary

standard of age.

The educational rationale here is specious

because any parent with a large family knows perfectly well
that children learn a great deal from being in the company
of both younger and older children.

The puritanical fear of

moral bad influence still governs many areas of contemporary

educational thought.
The fact that change was necessary was seen by many

perspective educators of the late nineteen sixties.

But

what change would be of more influence than just a rearrangement of those objects in the box?

How could the mis-

erable state of human relations present in the schools be
improved?

What could be done about the force and coercion

both physical and societal which are omnipresent in education

institutions?

How could learning become more important than
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control and discovery given priority over
obedience?
The factory model had to go.

As long as the student

was regarded as raw material to be processed,
kept under
control, and inspected he would not learn. He
can be taught
in this situation but his role would be
essentially passive
and he would make no contribution to his own
education.

The gist of the problem was that the student was
not

being given a clear, human, responsible role in the organi-

zation of the school.
it feeds.

He was merely the material upon which

The indignity of this position is what has pro-

duced the mainly negative reactions toward school transmitted
by the more vocal members of the student society.

The sounds

of these voices became loud enough to put the first cracks
in the walls.

Student Unrest in the Sixties
The failure of the American school system to adjust
to the changing times, attitudes, and economics eventually

resulted in events which, influenced by actual violence,
spearheaded significant structural change in the high school
day.

In the late nineteen sixties spurred on by national

affairs and an increasing disenchantment with the regimenta-

tion and mindlessness of their schools, high school students

began to protest outwardly the situations in which they
found themselves.

That generation discovered that the

circumstances they confronted in the schools was inhuman
and that their status there was one of subjugation.

In

.

.
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reaction to this they articulated among themselves and to
the world their demands for greater constitutional rights
and freedoms.

Simultaneously the number of protests and

demonstrations in high schools or involving high school
students increased enormously.
The students became so vocal and active in expressing

their dissatisfaction with the school system and their

protest activities reached such dimensions that a survey

conducted in the spring of 1969 by the National Association
of Secondary School Principals said that "Three out of five

principals report some form of active protests in their
o

schools."

Many who did not note any outward protest

added that they expected it in the near future.

Further

fifty-six per cent of junior high schools participating in
the survey had experienced protest activities.

Significantly these protest activities were not
limited to a geographical area nor to certain schools
Inputs by newspapers, television, and government officials

included in the survey revealed that they occurred in all
sections of the country, in all kinds of schools.

Urban

all
schools, rural schools, high and low caliber schools

experienced protest activity
One large basis for the disenchantment with the
of them.
schools was the racial discrimination rife in all

^"Secondary School Student Unrest", National
1970
Association of Secondary School Administrators,
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A second fundamental contributing factor was
the denial of

human rights and freedoms of all students, white
and non
white alike. The petty rules and bureaucratic
obduracy of
the high schools were systematically rejected by
students

all over the United States.
For the first time a generation of people between
the ages of ten and twenty voiced their concerns about
their

disfranchisement from basic human rights and freedoms.

They

wanted to know the reasons for compulsory school attendance;
they wanted to know why dress codes had to be imposed or why

hair had to be kept at a certain length.

Further, they

demanded their First Amendment right to a free press and the
right to assemble.

That feeling of being the raw material

with which the school or factory eventually produced a
finished product had finally been shouted down by a very

unsilent generation of students.
The system of education, which was a result of tra-

dition, custom, and bureaucratic procedures, came under

fire for its rigid lock step organization.

Students brought

up the point that the school system no longer knew what it

was educating them for and that the scientific-technological

revolution has completely outstripped the sorting mechanism
that schools have provided.

These youngsters realized that

most of the jobs that a high school education prepared

O

See The High School Revolutionaries where students
from the whole spectrum of education speak out against the
secondary schools.

.
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students for no longer existed.

Their attack was levelled

against the schools for what they have become.
A main target for these outbursts was the channeling

process that the schools provided through their tracking
system.

This system was utilized to separate children from

the time they entered second grade through the twelfth grade.

The three most common track designations were (1) academic,
for college bound students, (2) vocational or semi-professional

training for students, and (3) general or terminal for students
who were expected to become common laborers or blue collar

workers
The general or terminal designation applied to so

many urban students that it came under the heaviest fire from
the protestors.

4

Since so few

m
.

this track obtained

academic diplomas, their alternatives were miniscule.

They

foresaw spending their lives in menial work because they
would be technologically unemployable or enlisting in the
armed forces.

The prospect of the schools producing cannon

fodder was very real in their lives.

4

The introduction to The High School Revolutionaries
(Random House, New York, 1970) brings this out very strongly
with a statistical tracing of the class of 1967 at Benjamin
Franklin High in East Harlem, New York, and how the tracking system had condemned 98.2 per cent of the entering
class in 1964 to a diploma less than the requisite for
college entrance.
,

.
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In the words of a general track denizen,

Schools are nothing but the capitalist system’s
classification and processing centers. In the schools
we are taught how to best become cogs to go into the
capitalist machine.
Students that seem not to be able
to do well in capitalist academic subjects are put
either into commercial courses or general courses.
General courses fuck the students. They are usually
given to students who think school is boring already.
So classes get even more boring, making attendance
almost nil.s
In a further exposition of his position the frustra-

ted general track member draws a parallel between a general

diploma and an induction notice because, "You're going to
continue your education at Fort Jackson University or Fort
Dix College and join one of the biggest oppressive agencies
C

the world has ever known."

The repetition of feelings

such as these accompanied by strikes, demonstrations, walkouts and riots had enough impact upon educators to enable

certain innovative pioneers who were in the right bureaucratic hierarchical position to push through token reforms

which were to have far reaching effects on troubled school
systems all over America.

Parkway and Metro
The schools of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, were

typical of the dreary factory-like models herein described

^Joe Harris, "Firebomb," in The Hi^h School Revolutionaries, ed. by Marc Libarle and Tom Seligson, (New York:
Random House, 1970), p. 59.
6

Ibid
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and they experienced their share of discontent, strikes and

uprisings during those upheaval days of the late nineteen
The standard tinkering with the system took place

sixties.

with an eye to appeasing these vociferous youngsters who
had become fed up with things as they were and were agitating for changes.

The "school without walls" alternative

proposed by Clifford Brenner, an administrative assistant
to Philadelphia's school board, was by far the most effective

solution to the status quo position from which few other
changes varied much.

A school without walls is a community of learners
who may use a building, or scattered classrooms, as a base
of operations, but for whom the real classroom

—

and the

most important teacher -- is the community at large.

7

Brenner's original idea recommended the use of Philadelphia's

Benjamin Franklin Parkway, a main artery of the downtown
area, as a general base of operations for the new concept.

The proximate institutions along the busy thoroughfare

would provide the multitude of human activities through
classwhich the student could learn by experience what the

room-lecture process could not teach.

The one mile section

to the art
of boulevard, stretching from the City Hall

offices
museum contained hospitals, universities, theaters,
such as the
and a large number of cultural institutions

was obtained
The bulk of the information used here Parkway as a
visits to
first hand by the author in on site
1973.
in
supervisor of intern teachers
7

.

.
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Museum of Art, the Franklin Institute, and the Free Public
Library.

The proposal included a system of continuous

shuttle buses to carry students from one class to another
and planned to serve 2,400 students which would take the

burden of a new school building off the minds of the school
board
Eight months after this proposal was announced, an

English educator named John Bremer was selected as the
director of the program.

He brought experiences ranging

from work in the infant schools of England to directorship
of New York's Two Bridges Experimental School District into

the job.
He reworked the proposal and added some innovations
of his own while staying within the essential bounds of

the school without walls concept.

The rejection of the

shuttle bus plan was one of his first moves because he

believed the youngsters could walk from place to place or
at least provide their own transportation.

He abandonded,

for the most part, the structures of the class period,

school day, school week, and school year and instituted in

their stead a year-round full-time learning opportunity
for anyone in the program.

The schedule of each student

not by
would be determined by his learning requirements
fiat.
clock hours of administrative and organizational
Early fears of monumental attendance recording
to the
problems were surmounted by Bremer's new approach
would
He rejected the belief that a computer
situation.
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have to plan every student's schedule in detail so that all

members of the student body would not suddenly descend upon
the Franklin Institute at 11:00 on a Wednesday morning.

His

idea was to give each individual the freedom to make up his

own curriculum and be responsible for its being carried out.
By imposing this duty upon the student, Bremer hoped to in-

still a sense of responsibility in the person and accomplish

something that the four-walled school had not allowed -student directed learning situations.

His philosophy was

"If you presuppose that what the student is expected to learn
is already known by the teacher, or his surrogate, the text-

book, the whole thing is an imposition on the student and

he'll fight it.

He ought to fight it."

Q

His idea of curriculum shocked many but it finally

exposed the unrealistic study guides which had for so long
imposed their will upon teacher and student alike.

Ihe

Parkway curriculum was not a set of known facts that some
authority, state department of education, principal or

teacher had decided a student must learn but was based

upon the student's own growth and the growth
and the city as well.

of

the school

Bremer decided that the Parkway

to find
Program was going to give the student the freedom

adult.
out what he wants to learn and be a responsible

A
"Parkway:
Henry Resnik quoting John Bremer in
Ronald
by
ed.
School Without Walls," in High School,
and Shuster, 1
Simon
York:
(New
Gross and Paul Osterman
252-253.
pp
8

.

,
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Behind Bremer's innovativeness was the hope that when
the student planned his own curriculum there would be a

built-in incentive to think more deeply about educational
purposes.

With curriculum responsibility shared among

students, parents, and teachers a continuing dialogue on

education would develop which would benefit all involved.
All of these factors would have a beneficial effect upon
the student increasing his ability to reflect on, understand, and control more effectively his life.

The adoption of the new spatial and temporal boundaries, determined by the view of education as a mode of

life and by the learning needs of an individual, caused

the demise of school as a building and in its place a process emerged.

This was an activity in which the student

participated and in which he became an integral part not
an inferior being preached to by a superior.

In this

mode knowledge was treated as the ability to acquire adaptability and flexibility while increasing potential; learning how to play new roles and, by so doing, achieving new

satisfactions
Bremer's philosophy of education was revealed when
he said

The days of the school system as a triangle, with
the superintendent at its apex, have gone. The new
geometrical figure is a circle with the work task
at the center and with the total comlearning
student
munity on the circumference. For all of us
or
taxpayer
parent,
or superintendent, principal or
.

—

9
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—

teacher
are equidistant from that work task and
nobody can claim priority.
.

Some other departures from the normal school struc-

ture that Bremer instituted were no school building or

classrooms, courses offered all around the city, student
input in the hiring and evaluation of teachers, student-

faculty management groups running the program, no formal

discipline or dress code, students selected randomly by
lottery, and business and industry contributing teachers.
Not all of Parkway was undirected and haphazard,

A typical school day would run like this:

however.

From

9:00 to 11:00 a.m. the student has a choice of visiting a

local business or one of the cultural centers either on his

own or in a group with a faculty member escort.

From

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. he may join a "management group"
to eat his lunch.

This management group would treat such

topics as self-government, fund-raising, athletics, public

relations, the Constitution, etc.

From 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.,

he would join one of eight tutorial units where instruction

would be given in the normal state-mandated high school

curriculum so that he could qualify for college entrance
requirements.

From 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. he would be free to

visit the institutions of the Parkway or elsewhere in the
city.

On Wednesdays from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. the

activities
student would be free to participate in special

School Witho ut Walls
John Bremer, Parkway:
Prentice-Hall, 197i),
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
9

p.

1

.

s
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or individual study.

On Friday, between 1:00 and 3:0U p.m.

he would participate in a mandatory seminar to discuss what
he has learned in the various centers

Elective courses range from Shakespeare, Chaucer,
and contemporary black writers to "Feelings and Ideas,"

"Business Mathematics," "Mathematics," and "Mathematics for
Science."

Because of the inherent freedom such more in-

congruous electives as "Vagabond Sketching," "Go Fly a
Kite," "Filmmaking," and "Maggots, Mosquitoes, and Mice"

have been offered.

Far more popular and less frivolous

have been courses in "Music," "How City Planning Works,"

"Urban Economics," "The American Trade Union Movement,"

"Introduction to Physical Chemistry," "Multi-Media
Journalism," "Unpopular Philosophies," "Market Research,"
"Business Skills for Beginning Jobs," "Drama Workshop,"
"Aspects of African Culture," French, Spanish, Latin,
Italian, Hebrew, Russian, Swahili, German, Polish and

Greek
No matter what the offering, great emphasis was

always placed upon the quality of educational relationThe

ships among students, teachers, and administrators.

learning communities were always kept small and autonomous.

When new students entered they did not join

a

with its
pre-existing group but formed their own new one

own personality and outlook.

Within these groups inter-

Friedenberg
action took place which reinforces Edgar
school depends
observation that "What is learned in high
'
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far less on what is taught than on what one actually

experiences in the place." 10
In the typical high school these students exper-

ienced control, mistrust, and punishment.

They had no

privacy, little free time, and little decision-making
power.

Moreover they were forced to be there.

This is the

way that their schools taught them conformity, the equation of power with legitimate authority, and a deficient
sense of respect for dignity and privacy.

This hidden

curriculum which oppresses most high school students was
not present at Parkway.

The culmination of the dream of John Bremer revealed
the profound significance of the catchy phrase "school

without walls."

Bremer was not satisfied just to do away

with the physical walls; he removed the psychological walls
as well.

A new generation of people without walls is the

ultimate goals of the Parkway Program.
Like Parkway, Metro is a school without walls but

established in the downtown Chicago area in 1970.
funded by the Board of Education from February

2

Initially
to June 26

of that year as a pilot-planning program, the school

operated with a student body of 150 students and a core
teaching staff of six certified teachers, two full-time

ancillary teachers, and one principal.

1U

11

Edgar Z. Friedenberg, Coming of Age in America
Random House, 1963), p. 40.
(New York:
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As in Parkway, the student body was chosen by lot

and included 110 freshmen in the 150 student enrollment.

The design of the experiment was constructed by the Hyde

Park-based Urban Research Corporation and was frankly modelled after the Philadelphia school without walls.

Provisions were made for an interdisciplinary program for students who in turn drew up their own course plans
and methods of staff evaluation.

Typically, Metro had no

building but maintained a big office at 220 South State
Street while students fanned out across the city to study
such courses as astronomy at Adler Planetarium, anatomy at

the University of Chicago Anatomy Department, mathematics
at the University of Illinois Circle campus, film-making at

the public library and WTTW-TV

,

and electronics and the

fundamentals of electricity at Illinois Bell.
Core courses in traditional subject areas such as

English, languages, natural and social sciences were taught
by Metro faculty and in a few cases by personnel from the

participating city organizations.

Electives along the lines

of contemporary art, gas meter servicing, dissent in

American society, and improvisational theater were taught
by the firms and cultural centers connected with the school.

of the information about Metro used in
Research
this dissertation comes from a study by the Urban
Chicago
progress
the
on
Corporation in its report
(METRO) compiled
Public High School for Metropolitan Studies
in 1971.

^The bulk
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Counselling on a 10-15 to one basis formed another
integral
part of the Metro program.

A self-modify ing factor inserted

because of the experimental nature of the school called for
a

week of reorientation after every eight weeks of classes.

Here students and staff evaluated what they had done in the

preceding weeks and planned what could be accomplished in the
next eight-week segment.

Because the Urban Research Corporation had definitely

established that a sense of control and autonomy of the
individual was significantly related to school achievement,
the whole Metro program was designed to give the student a

chance to develop his potential for independent learning
and for independent and autonomous action outside the school

situation.

Students were graded on a credit-no credit

basis; attendance was optional except at counselling sessions, and all in the school had a voice in determining

school policy.

Instructors were encouraged to prepare their idea
of what a student should accomplish in a course and the

student could take that course until he met its objectives.
This was to prevent students from repeating failed years
and gave them the option of assigning themselves a period
of time ranging from five to forty weeks to accomplish

each course’s material.

Urban Research’s long-range design for the school
included a ’’systematic and sequential design running

throughout the four years at Metro including activities in
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which the student is able to perform well as well as
activities in areas which need strengthening."^^
The 150 member student body was made up of a ninth

grade boy and girl from each of Chicago's high schools plus
forty sophomores and juniors.

Many were potential dropouts,

student radicals, disciplinary problems, and slow learners.

Students were grouped according to interest rather than
grade levels or I.Q. and the stigma of being in the basic
or essential track was nonexistent.

As in other schools

without walls the individualized approach which acknowledged
the strengths and weaknesses of each student as well as

different modes and rates of learning was the core of the
innovational undertaking.
A key conclusion reached by both Urban Research as

well as the Metro administration was that the school was
not meant for a majority of the city’s students.

Their

opinion was that its use as a safety valve for discontented
students was its main function but that the bulk of the city's

students would not be ready for a school without walls at

this time.

They also stated that most teachers could prob-

ably not adjust to the more egalitarian relationships with

students as practiced at Metro.

They hoped that the school

will serve as a laboratory acting stimulus for the develop-

ment of new educational techniques and as a training center

Research Corporation, Report of the CorporaStudies
tion, The Chicago Public High School for Metropoli tan
Illinois, 1971), p.
( Chicago,
"*"^Urban
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for teachers and administrators.

The greatest impact of the school without walls has

been the implementation of a new philosophy of education

which combats the irrelevant curriculum, boredom, uninspired
teaching and rigid authoritarianism of the typical secondary
school.

The innovation has not gone so far as to abolish

schools completely and set youngsters free but has fitted

education to the child’s needs and allowed him to learn at
his own pace.
It recognized that young people do need help in

growing up and that decent schools could play a major role
in regulating that developmental stage.

The crucial area

to be served was to make sure that the real needs of the

youngsters were being met.
of students'

A curriculum which grew out

interests, a larger role for the student in

running the school, abolishment of arbitrary regulations,
encouragement of free and critical thinking, and the cessation of pressures concomitant with grades, exams, college
entrance and the like were seen in both these efforts at
reform.

In short, these schools unleashed the spirits and

impulses of their students rather than choked them.

CHAPTER III
Open Campus:

Another Systemic Alternative

Other Cities Cope with Custodial Education

While Philadelphia and Chicago experimented with the

Parkway and Metro "school without walls" innovation, other
school systems in America answered the student unrest crisis

with changes consistent with their populations, facilities,
philosophy and hierarchical structure.

Many of these changes

were only tokenism and quickly faded away when calm came to
the high school scene.

Others were of themselves effective

in combatting the "objects in a box" or "factory" atmosphere

of secondary schools or if not wholly efficacious at least

contained elements which spurred significant attitudinal
changes and enhanced the chances for future freedom-oriented
alterations.

In most cases the more radical the change was

the smaller the student population that was affected.

Con-

versely, if the change was one of more conservative scope,
the status quo holders would let more numbers be affected
by a loosening of the reins.

Some of the smaller and more radical change strategies were Murray Road, Harlem Prep, and John Adams High.

The changes that these structures represented were different

from the "schools without walls" but all shared a common

.
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idea; they were based on a profound respect
for the student,

his ideas, and potential.

They all sought to encourage the

student to follow his natural impulses and interests

,

not

stifle them.

Murray Road in Newton, Massachusetts, was the

contribution of a school system renowned for implementing
educational innovations.

Murray Road had no administration,

no grades were assigned for completed work.

1

Because no

rules were laid down, no discipline problems were evidenced.
Students volunteered for the experiment and were recruited

from the upper college-bound tracks at Newton High.

Classes

were purposely informal and were conducted in classrooms of
the old Murray Road elementary school or in the hall, out on

the lawn under the trees, or at night in somebody’s home.

There were, besides six regular classrooms, two other rooms
used as a commons and an art studio but no cafeteria, no

auditorium, no gym, no library, no science labs, no guidance
suite (or guidance counselors), no football team, no cheer-

leaders

no industrial arts suites and no home economic

,

suites

The only two major requirements were that students
take a course called English and at some point a year of

something labeled "American History" in order to fulfill
state requirements.

1

Seventy-five minutes of "physical

Beyond Innovation,"
See Evans Clinchy, "Murray Road:
Osterman (New
Paul
and
Gross
Ronald
in High School, ed. by
235.
Simon and Schuster, 1971), p.
York!

,
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education" per week was also required
but was to be done on
the honor system.
Other courses were negotiated between
students and faculty on the basis of what the
students wanted
to learn and what the faculty wanted to
teach.
The compromises
at which they arrived became the curriculum
with some courses
not filling either area and so being taken
on an independent study type of program.
The emphasis throughout was on developing and
maintaining an atmosphere of mutual trust, respect,
and concern.
’You can't give personal freedom,’
Barry Jeutz, a young Hurray Road English teacher
observes.
'You have to create an environment where
people learn to make themselves free; that environment is one of trust.' 2
.

.

With Parkway, Metro and Murray Road fostering this
type of environment, the solution became one which both
students and faculty all over America desired to see come
to the larger secondary school scene.

The limited experi-

ments which these schools were made implementation on a
large scale unfeasible.

The small size of these innovative

attempts together with the fact that their students and

faculties were volunteers did not relate well to the problem
of larger school populations, especially urban ones.

John Adams High in Portland, Oregon, grew out of
the ideas of seven graduate students while in graduate
school.

A formal proposal was written by them for the

creation of what they called a "clinical high school" in

which the "instruction of children and youth, pre-service

2

Ibid

.

p.

243.

-

.
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and in-service teacher education, basic and applied
research,
and the development of curriculum materials” would all
take

place with senior faculty members holding university appoint
ments.

3

Since Portland was in the process of building a new

comprehensive high school with the intent that it be a
center for curriculum innovation, they were selected as a
site for the clinical experiment.

With

1,300 students (22% Black) the experiments

conducted in John Adams addressed themselves more realis-

tically to the problems confronting the larger urban high
schools.

To combat the impersonality of largeness, Adams

was broken up into four "houses" or small high schools in
one.

Each house had around 300 pupils mixed as to age, race,

social and economic background.

Teachers and counselors

stayed with the students for more than one academic year
and became as personally involved as possible with indi-

viduals

.

The courses at Adams were put together almost

entirely by the teachers, with help from about 100 students,
during the summer of 1969.

They tried to tie as many

offerings to a reality based object in the outside world -race, pollution, crime, etc. without completely ignoring

historical perspective

3

14

Ibid

.

,

p.

263

Ibid

.

,

p

265

.

.

^

.

The overriding concern was that
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the curriculum would impart to
the students the techniques
of problem solving and how to
adjust to change inasmuch as
these abilities are crucial for
survival in later life.
School governance was another area
to which John
Adams addressed itself in its attempts
to initiate change.
A school legislature made up of a
student-elected student
senate and a faculty-elected faculty
senate with joint
committees representing these bodies made
decisions on curriculum and planning, grading, and other
policies directly
affecting students and teachers. When problems
came up
which were restricted to one area and not the
other, each

senate had its own autonomy to act in behalf of its
constituents.

Ultimate responsibility for school operations

rested in the hands of the principal but mechanisms to
per-

mit majority rule on some issues were worked out.
Besides acting as an on-the-job training area for

prospective teachers, the school provided in-service
training for other teachers in the Portland system.

Close

ties were kept with colleges in the area and some teachers

held dual faculty positions at Adams and Oregon State

University in order to cement these bonds.
In the custodial area Adams demanded no corridor
or basement passes, required no study halls or restricted

movement in any way during non-instructional time areas.

Attendance was compulsory for general education courses
but electives which took up half the day either morning or

afternoon were on a come-as-you-desire basis.

.
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The underlying importance of Adams was that it

operated on a large scale and produced changes of a substantive nature that could be realistically applied to other
schools and school systems.

The degrees of freedom and

flexibility so predominant in Parkway, Metro, and Murray
Road were scaled down to more controllable proportions and
the results of Adams' successful handling of various situa-

tions was transmitted to those interested in attempts to

effect changes in larger secondary school populations.
Such programs as the longer school day, the longer

school year, tri-semesters, occupational education, con-

tinuation high school, etc., were all successfully installed
or had permeated the educational systems of various locations
in the years following the student up-risings.

These changes

all had their impacts and were reflective of the spirit

which had emerged from the opening of school doors in
general
Open Campus Comes to Worcester
By far the most pervasive change instituted and the

one most incorporative of student-faculty desires was that
of open campus.

The name to designate this program has

been as different as the amount of school districts which
have chosen to institute some sort of procedure along these
lines but because Worcester, Massachusetts, about which this

dissertation centers, chose open campus as

a title for

their program the writer will use that name to indicate all

.
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programs examined.

5

Open campus combined some of the features
of the
schools without walls but did not offer the
same degree of
independence that Parkway, Metro, et al. had
espoused. At
the same time because it was so flexible,
it was suitable
for various autonomous school units as an
initial

step into

secondary school innovation.
The appeal of some form of open campus was even

found in the high administrative offices of school governance.

The money squeeze and desegregation orders had put

enormous pressures on individuals in executive positions
and were far more meaningful to them than student desires
for a little more freedom to lead responsible educational
lives.

The desires of both groups coincided at a point

somewhere below schools without walls and above compulsory

attendance under penalty of the law.

Into this void came

open campus
The Open Campus Pioneers in Massachusetts
In Massachusetts the usual pace setting school

systems grasped the problem and acted with alacrity.

Newton,

Brookline, Winchester, Weston, and Swampscott researched the

concept and applied for a waiver from the state's Department
of Education in the fall of 1969.

5

Three year waivers were

0ther systems used such terms as Phase I (Brookline)
and Late Arrival/Early Leaving Program (Weston).
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given to these towns to experiment with various concepts and

refine a workable program.
At Winchester High the plan developed allowed the

students to participate in several new programs.

They were

permitted to work as teacher aides in the junior high or

elementary schools or as volunteers in hospitals and other
institutions in the town.

Homerooms and study halls were

abolished and teachers were readily available for consultation with students in the school resource centers.
To skirt legal restrictions a contract was developed

with the help of lawyers to define the concepts and expectations of the school and the student's responsibilities
in the pact.

Because the program was optional both parent

and student were required to sign the contract.

The con-

tract clearly defined the understanding that the privileges

inherent in the new programs were to be revoked for abuse
of school policy and regulations.

The overall idea was to

provide the students with an increased number of educational

options and more opportunities for decision-making.

g

At Swampscott High during the same period the same

basic openings were made including the contract to show

voluntarism and commitment on the part of both parent and
In addition Swampscott allowed all students late

child.

arrival and early dismissal according to their free time

arrangements; offered in school mini-courses, seminars,

6

See The Winchester Public Schools, "The Open Campus
Plan," Winchester, 1970.
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workshops, lectures and auditorium programs; provided a

coordinator who was responsible for the program; furnished
study carrels throughout the building, provided three

student-teacher conference cubicles, and instituted a quiet
study room adjacent to the library.

Present also at Swampscott was a judiciary board

made up of students, faculty, and administration to handle
gross violations of the privilege.

Students who were deemed

unworthy of the prerogative because of multiple transgressions were to be assigned to a regular study hall, i.e. put

back in custodial hands.

No cuts were allowed and the usual

accumulation of credits for graduation remained in effect.
The length of the school day was not altered, no

restrictions were placed on the use of motor vehicles and
teacher aides or paraprof essionals were employed for such

non-professional functions as supervision of study halls.
Teachers were asked to be available for counseling in the
time that they held free and were encouraged to teach mini-

courses in special interest areas.

7

Brookline High implemented a program that they called
Phase One in 1969 centered around the same aims and using

much the same structure as Swampscott and Winchester.
Because Brookline High was already on the house plan with
the school divided up into four autonomous units each with
its own stable population, the open campus innovation there

See The Swampscott School Department, "The Open
Campus for Swampscott High School," Swampscott, 1970.
7

.
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"took

on a mors personalized look.

With each house containing

450-500 students led by a housemaster, the individuals in-

volved were much more closely scrutinized as to how they
made use of the time spent out of the confines of instructional situations.

Mini-courses abounded and the use of

nearby facilities to fill the voids of time presented to
students by the concept was more directly encouraged.

Brookline also instituted a revolving schedule to

equalize all students' participation in late arrivalearly dismissal time periods.

The other systems had static

bell schedules and if a student had been given a particu-

larly slotted schedule at the beginning of the semester he
was locked into those time periods.

This had produced

inequities on some whose study periods were neither at the

beginning of the school day nor at the end.

They, in

effect, could never take advantage of arriving late or

leaving early because they had interiorly scheduled free
•

time
4-

8

Brookline's planners included a revolving schedule
so that the scheduled time for a particular class would

change every day and run through all the time blocks on the

master plan.

In this way all participants in open campus

were able to avail themselves of the late arrival-early

dismissal feature of the idea.

Of course this was not an

^These details about the Brookline High Open Campus
by the
Plan were gained by personal visits and observations
author in Spring, 1972.
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original Brookline facet but was borrowed from other
secondary schools who had no open campus as yet but had a

revolving schedule to address their own particular needs

9
.

In all of these pioneering efforts certain goals

were sought.

Providing a freer atmosphere, encouraging

teacher-pupil counseling sessions, increasing the use of

out-of-school educational mediums, relieving the pressure
on the cafeteria, releasing study hall space to be used

more constructively were all elements in the early programs.

All were instituted on a trial basis with the assurance to
the school board that if the plans became impractical or

unworkable regular study halls and compulsory attendance
would be reinstated.

With student, faculty, parental,

administrative, and neighborhood support all of these
programs were pronounced an unqualified success.

Urban Open Campus

With these successful building blocks already
operative, other systems were pressured to join the pioneers.

At first glance this would not seem difficult now

that the foundations had been tested.

A major drawback,

however, was the fact that in each successful case the

secondary school had been in an affluent suburb, had been
the only high school in the town, and had highly motivated

See Appendix A page for the primary source document
on the Brookline High Phase I plan.
9

,

..

,
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college bound student populations.

Certainly the aims

behind the concept were badly needed in the
inner city but
the method of approach and implementation had
to be tem-

pered by the knowledge of problems germane to
urban
schools
A major breakthrough came in late February, 1971.

Over 5,000 black Boston high school students went out
on
strike.

They were not demanding open campus; they were not

even talking about it

.

They wanted more black teachers

counselors, and administrators, black studies in the cur-

riculum, better school building, and a curriculum that was

more relevant to everyone, black and white.

Much of the controversy centered around Boston

English High School, the oldest public high school in the
country.

A proud institution, it had served for over a

century as a preparatory school for Harvard and other

prestigious New England colleges.

Now it was a district

high school serving chiefly Boston’s major black ghetto,

Roxbury
During the strike the students articulated their
demands for relevance above anything else.

The seventy-

five per cent Black and the twenty-five per cent white

reiterated this plea constantly during this crisis.

10

At

the height of the turmoil caused by the strike the English

High headmaster was striken ill and had to be replaced.

10

See Gregory C. Coffin, The Open Campus and How It
Swept Massachusetts, Report to Education Summary, Boston
Massachusetts, June 1972.
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The acting headmaster was then much more
amenable to

change and steps began to be implemented.
The location of Boston English was near several

collegiate institutions, major museums and teaching
hospitals.

Northeastern, the world's largest private university

was only half a mile away.

The potential of such an

environment began to be recognized.

Mini-courses were

taught by Northeastern faculty at nearby Simmons College.
A black professor taught Black literature, a sociology

professor the Psychology of Prejudice, and other courses
in constitutional rights and intergroup relations became

the order of the day.

These courses quickly became over-

subscribed and others were instituted to fill the breach.
Students were soon given the option to leave the school

grounds in the middle of the day and attend only when classes

were in session.

Open campus had come to the inner city.

Now that the snowball had been started it became an

avalanche within the city of Boston.

Utilizing the unique

resources the city of Boston possesses, education administrators chose to expand even further the original open-

walled concept.

In a program they termed "Metro Open

Campus" a metropolitan open campus, encompassing eighteen

Boston high schools and thirty suburban high schools

cooperatively offered learning situations to all student
members of the urban-suburban school populations.
In the beginning a straight pairing-off of schools

was effected and a "floating unit" made up of an inter-

disciplinary team of teachers, half urban half suburban,

.
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were assigned to develop a curriculum and
schedule in
cooperation with eighty students evenly divided
between the
city school and the outlying school. The teachers
ranged

m

background over the basic areas of English and the
language arts, social studies, languages, science,

and

math.

This core team was kept deliberately small for

administrative manageability and informed personal contact
Because there were many more suburban high schools than

urban high schools participating, the urban schools had
floating units with several outside schools thereby
mu l"t^plyi n g the contacts they made.

In addition many sub-

urban schools set up cooperative units with more than
one urban school to enlarge the scope of liaison oppor-

tunities

.

The Metro Open Campus thus opened a myriad of

avenues for the schools involved.

All the existing facili-

ties of the cooperating high schools, community resources,

both working spaces and people, from Metropolitan Boston
as well as those of the outlying school were available

for use.

Some workshops, seminars, and lab projects were

scheduled at the suburban sites or equally as important
at the Town Hall or district court and the unique re-

sources of the inner city were utilized when students

visited the Museum of Fine Arts, utility companies and

newspaper publishing offices.

The dual usage of a wealth

of resources, both urban and suburban, proved a much more

effective learning situation than the more encapsulated
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field trip so ubiquitous in other years.
One of the more radical ideas for getting
these

groups of students and teachers together was a mobile

classroom conceived by the superintendent of the Newton
schools.

This involved two busses converted so that they

could be used as a teaching-learning area both while rolling
or parked.

Besides providing flexibility these two busses

enabled the city students to make convenient contact with
their suburban counterparts.

Equipped with film loops,

textbooks, tapes, chairs, and desks, the busses picked up
the students from one area and conveyed them to the co-

operating school with preparatory work being accomplished
while the students were traveling.

Reading, informal

discussion or a movie related to the learning situation to

which they were traveling took up the time which was sometimes as long as an hour.

When the unit arrived at its

destination such as Boston City Hall or Harvard Medical
School, it often served as a classroom if all space in the

various buildings was taken up at the moment.

These off-campus sites gave the students and teachers

exposure to the expertise of non-educators including
politicans, judges, police, artists, businessmen, labor
officials, technicians, workers, scientists, medical

personnel, and media experts which a school with walls could
never match.

Nor was the program elitist or only for the

college-bound youngster.

Boston labor offered union

headquarters for orientation courses as well as personnel
for guidance.

Commercial businesses and industry likewise

,

.
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cooperated to the fullest in encouraging students
to
examine their prospects for an occupational
future.

The most extraordinary point of the whole
develop-

ment of this concept was its voluntary aspect.

It was not

imposed by law but rather grew out of community-to-community

relationships powered by its own educational validity and
they flexible guidelines issued by the State Board of
Education.

This voluntary element was the key in the

luring of thousands of students, teachers, parents, ad-

ministrators, and community leaders into freeing high
schools from their restricting walls.

Some were prompted

by overcrowding, others by student dissatisfaction with the

present curriculum, some even by the desire to lessen
racial tensions or cope with the federal racial imbalance
statutes.

move

All found educational bonuses inherent in the

11

11

See Ian Forman and Muriel Cohen, "Boston, Suburb
School Walls Tumble as U.S. Watches," a series for the
Boston Her a Id -Traveler Dec 1-8, 1971.

CHAPTER IV
The Groundwork in Worcester

-

South High's Proposal

The Worcester, Massachusetts, school system was not

insulated completely from the innovative noises being made
to the east and the west.

New concepts in education had

been permeating the system's traditional structure for a

decade and many had enjoyed acceptance and modest success.
The more recent superintendents brought with them pet pro-

jects and proposals that they implemented while occupying
the top administrative position and a number of these, with

modifications, had remained as permanent fixtures in the
system.

Such programs as community schools, Dynamy, adjunct
school, Career Opportunities Program, Teacher Corps, school
age mothers, and continuous progress had effected changes

within the schools which were not unnoticed by evaluators.
While Worcester was by no means a Newton or a Brookline

where innovation was concerned, it certainly was not averse
to change either.

Most of these changes which had occurred over the

1

See "The Superintendent's Annual Report 1971,"
City of Worcester, 1971.
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years were just rearrangements of the objects in a box that

Goodman so graphically described.

o

Worcester’s background

as a mill town, with heavy industry and shopwork the leading

occupation, precluded any significant change which would

allow freedom of mobility for its school-age youth.

The

factory metaphor described earlier in these pages fit no
town better than this city of 180,000 in Central Massa-

chusetts.^

With conservatism as a background and a ruling

hierarchy of wealthy industrialists, Worcester’s schools
were for decades a prime market for the labor force such
business enterprises require.
In a secondary school system that was divided into

three "tracks,” the sorting mechanism so prevalent all over
the country worked to perfection in this city.

5

The honors

track was reserved for those most highly qualified to enter
the "best” colleges; the college track was for those with

regular college aims; and the general track was a repository for those whose formal educational career would

terminate either at high school commencement or before.

2

See Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis-education

6

.

See Thomas F. O' Flynn, The Story of Worcester^
Little, Brown, and Company, 1
Massachusetts (Boston:
3

^

1970

of
Figures are according to the Worcester census

.

and
°See Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings,
EvaluSummative
and
ive
George F. Madaus Handbook on Format
I97l),""p7l
McGraw-Hill7
ation of Student Learning (New York:
,

,
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An inordinately large number of parochial high schools
skimmed the top off the honors and college tracks, actively

recruiting and enrolling the best student athletes from the
elementary crop each year.

This arrangement provided a

further sorting mechanism because the majority of those
individuals ejected from the parochial secondary schools
either for academic, behavioral, or religious transgressions
ended up in the general track of the public schools. 7

For

decades this method of educational division kept the city
supplied with an ample amount of porters, sweepers, clerks
and laborers.

Worcester pointed with pride to those products of
its schools who went to the "better" Eastern colleges such

as Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Amherst, Vassar, Smith and

Williams, graduated with distinction, and entered the
Skilled trades-

professional world or the family business.

men were developed by Worcester Boys Trade and the local
colleges and junior colleges provided particles of educational experience for those unprepared financially or

academically for the rigors of a full college career.

6

Study:

g

See the Worcester Public Schools, The Manual of
A Curriculum Guide for the High School (Worcester
,

rmr.
^ee "Schoolboy Recruitment Practices
an article in the Worcester Daily Telegram
p

18

,

Criticized,"
June 4, 1973,

.

College admissions information gathered from tables
provided by the Office of Pupil Personnel Services,
Worcester Public Schools.
8
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Because of the low number of Blacks in the city, 9
little power was wielded by them in community or economic
affairs.

They merely settled on the lowest rungs of the

terminal track and occupational vistas were miniscule,

especially for the black male. 10

White Anglo-Saxon Protes-

tants ran the city because of their economic positions and
the actual government was in the hands of largely Irish

Catholics with a smattering of French and Italian representatives. 11

With the one newspaper and second-largest

industry owned and managed by the vice-president of the

John Birch society, the school system performed its function
in producing factory fodder as well as cannon fodder.

The most typical of these functionaries and serving
as a microcosm for the ills of the secondary schools of

Worcester was South High in the Main South section of the
city.

Built in 1902 to handle the education of the mostly

lower and middle class neighboring people, South reflected
the glory that was the Worcester educational system.

With

9

The Worcester census figures of 1970 indicate 2208
Blacks living in the City of Worcester.
10

See "Unemployment and Underemployment, Black Males
Bear Brunt," an article in the Worcester Evening Gazette
February 15, 1970, p. 22.
,

11

In the 1972 election six out of nine members
elected to the City Council were of Irish extraction. The
city manger is Irish as are the Police and Fire chiefs,
superintendent of schools and three deputy superintendents.
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rocket pioneer Robert Goddard as its most illustrious
product the school consistently put out people who fell

well into the three track categories.

A few, like Goddard

and Robert Benchley, went on to great successes; most

became upstanding, hard-working members of the strong

middle class community from which they had sprung; and the
few others who were left did what most non-academic types
do -- become porters, elevator operators, shop workers

and soldiers.

Curriculum and faculty changed little over the
years and the school became widely recognized as a "good”

school where if a youngster minded his manners and followed
his teachers' instructions, he could get into a decent

college, maybe even one of the "better" ones.

The honors

curriculum was a rigorous stepped up version of what the
students were likely to encounter in the college of their

choice and the college track received a slightly less

accelerated adaptation but still a "respectable" one
nonetheless.

The general track received a

watered down

edition of the college track with no provision for occupational opportunities outside of woodworking and mechanical drawing.

The technological revolution which produced a need
for skilled workers and reduced the employment opportuni-

ties for unskilled personnel found the weakness at Worcester
South.

The decrease in closed end economic opportunities

created a void in the lower part of the occupational scale
that was eventually felt at the high school level.

This

.
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was as true in Worcester as it was throughout
the whole

country.

The number of track three members at South
began

to creep higher and higher until in 1970 it
surpassed the

college track as the largest in the school.

A geographical

redistricting which took place in the mid-nineteen sixties
because of the opening of a new high school speeded up the
process while at the same time the numbers of track one
"I

and two people were reduced.

r\

z

Administrative Doors are Opened by Evaluation
These factors were integral in producing the situa-

tion which existed in 1969 when the school came up for its
ten year evaluation by a team from the New England Society
of Secondary Schools.

A high administrative power play

had been evolving with the central figure the sixty-eight

year old South High principal, Theodore E. Dumas.

While

Dumas was a traditionalist in the outward sense, he allowed
quite a bit of in-school innovation by his most trusted

clique members but preferred a heavy, repressive treatment
of student movements and activities.

This restraint served

him well in the years leading up to the critical evaluation
but because of the latter-day preponderance of terminal

students and the grumblings of the higher track leaders for

more freedom, stress was beginning to show in the school's

personality

"19

From the files of the principal, South High
School, Worcester, Massachusetts, March 1973.

,
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A second prong of the power play was the superintendent

John Connor.

Since Dumas had been reluctant to live up to

many of the dicta of the younger, more dynamic administrator,
Connor saw this as an ideal time to exert pressure on the

principal from more than one direction.

Because in the minds

of a great many parents who would not ordinarily be vocal

school evaluation is a critical factor, by shifting the

blame for decades of neglect onto the shoulders of one
individual, Connor could oust Dumas and insert a candidate

more amenable to his way of thinking.
With the school in grave danger of failing the

evaluation because of hopelessly antiquated facilities and an

outdated curriculum which did not meet the needs of

a

majority of its students, an unusual event took place.

On

the final day of evaluation the team of outside teachers

and principals assigned to the task took groups of students
into the auditorium and entertained criticism of the school
and its chief administrator in an unprecedented move.

The

majority of the youngsters castigated the principal and put
the blame on him for most of the ills of a seventy-year old

building and two hundred-year old curriculum.

13

When the school was put on two years' probation
the events of the evaluation were duly reported in the

local papers and Dumas was asked to resign by Superintendent

13

From "South High Fails Evaluation," an article in
the Worcester Daily Telegram May 8, 1969, p. 1.
,
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Connor.

While he resisted until the last moment, the

principal finally allowed himself to be assigned to the
Central Administration Building of the Worcester Public
Schools until he retired at the age of seventy.
In the hiatus between the evaluation preparation and

his retirement, Dumas had started to implement a series

of studies by teachers, administrators, faculty and parents
to determine by what ways South High could be improved

without drastic renovation of existing facilities.

A

student senate, a guidance committee, and a curriculum

revision committee were all convened and each one, after
lengthy discussion and debate recommended some sort of open
campus arrangement on a trial basis.

From these three sources a group of faculty was

selected to research some existing programs and compose a
proposal which would be suitable for submission to the
School Committee and eventually to the State Board of

Education for a waiver of rules.

The other three high

schools in the city were instructed to do likewise but
each was given the autonomy to incorporate factors in the

document which would address particular problems existent
in their own schools.
by
The proposal committee was informed beforehand
to be placed
the superintendent that the main restrictions

From the South High Principal’s Memorandum
number 18, February 6, 1969.
14
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on the new idea would be legal coverage for student safety
in unsupervised activities and educational opportunities
to be offered in lieu of in school study period times.

The unique geography and politics of each school determined
the restrictions which were to be placed on student move-

ments within the proximate area.

The last restriction im-

parted by the superintendent to the special advisory com-

mittees was that provisions had to be made within the
school structure for those individuals unwilling or unable
to participate in the coming change.

The South High Special Advisory Committee met over
a brief period of time near the end of the school year in

June of 1971.

The committee was made up of the three

chair people of the South High Senate, Curriculum Com-

mittee, and Guidance Committee, respectively.

They were

joined by one assistant principal and two students who
had been involved closely in one or more of the Ad Hoc

committees mentioned above.
The initial proposal (see Appendix A

)

was drawn up

along tight guidelines for more than one purpose.

The

very nature of the school precluded that a wide open

approach could be taken.

Students, administrators and

the
faculty alike were influenced in their discussions by

historical repressiveness of South High had come to mean.
fear
Also influential in their decision-making was the

superintendent
that a loose plan would be returned by the
for not being definitive.

)

.
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The committee was further hampered by a lack of

knowledge about extant programs of this genre.

The struggles

of Brookline, Winchester, and Falmouth were not publicized

adequately at this particular time and as a result information other than the broadest type was unavailable in the
short time required before proposal submission.

What was

known was information compiled by a special committee on the

Extended School Day which had published their findings
earlier in the school year.

15

Other pertinent data was obtained from suburban
school systems Shrewsbury

16

and Wachusett Regional

17

which

had begun experimenting in the fall of 1970 with an alternative to compulsory attendance.

Wachusett had been trying

the four day week and a revolving schedule while Shrewsbury

had implemented a flexible, modularized school day with

mini-courses and auditorium programs.

Although neither

system called their innovations Open Campus

,

elements of

what South could undertake were present in the information
booklets from each system.

15

From the Committee on the Extended School Day,
Report of the Committee, A Study of the Extended School
Day (Worcester, Mass., 1968)
1B

The Shrewsbury, Mass. Public Schools, "New Vistas
1969.
in the Shrewsbury Public Schools," Shrewsbury, Mass.,
(Mimeographed.
17

The Wachusett Regional District, "The Revolving
(Mimeographed.)
Schedule," Holden, Mass., 1969.

8
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Reassurance of subject matter commitments
was a key
element in the South High version of the
initial proposal.
The committee was most firm in its
pronouncement that "the
basic educational experience or subject load
will not be
reduced".

Also spelled out in the final draft were

restrictions on who would participate and how these
individuals were judged fit to continue in the program
as it

progressed through the school year.

The most optimistic

statement in the proposal was that after frequent planning
sessions to be held in September and October 1971 the plan

would go into operation on November fifteenth of that
year.

The Worcester School Committee was not ready to

allow such a change to take place without a much more in
depth, step by step investigation of all the procedures

and ramifications that surrounded other cities and towns

implementing such a program.

They required as a provision

of their acceptance of the Special Advisory Committees

proposals that a full year of preparation take place before
any concrete motion could be entertained to instigate

such a change.

1

The aura of skepticism present in their

decision forewarned those interested in the new program
that a meticulous design would have to be drawn up to gain
an affirmative decision at the end of the 1972 school year.

18

City of Worcester, Minutes of Meeting of the
School Committee, meeting of April 10, 1971. (Mimeographed.)
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The Commissioner of Education, Neil Sullivan, had

informed each interested school by letter that an Advisory

Committee be established composed of a cross section of the
community.

19

A balanced representation of staff, students

and community were required and that committee would make

recommendations relative to the school's program.

Also

specified was that the principal or his assistant be a

member of the Advisory Committee.
The South High Advisory Committee was made up of the

assistant principal, the music director, who was also a
parent; the girl's physical education instructor, the

chairman of the English Department, the head librarian of
the Main South Branch, Worcester Free Public Library; the

principal of the elementary school located across the
street, an attendance officer responsible for the South

High district, two parents, two twelfth grade students,
and two eleventh grade students.

The group was not un-

wieldy and the non-authoritarian attitude of the assistant
principal was responsible for eliciting strong responses
sessions.
on the part of members throughout the planning

accomThe broad goals which the program sought to
that all
plish were outlined during the first meeting so

would take.
could grasp the thrust that ensuing sessions

in the

"^From instructions issued to school systems
opportunities,
planning stages of expanded educational
June, 1970.
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A definition of exact terms was difficult because ol the
numerous variations which existed in practice.

What was

decided was that South needed a program which:

would in-

crease the students’ choice-making experiences through

developing alternative patterns for his own learning and
through assuming responsibility for his unscheduled time;

would increase the student's awareness of the needs of
people and his own needs; would utilize the opportunities
in the greater community that might bring the student into

the community and the community into the school; would

promote understanding between students and teachers, the
school and the community and youth and adults through in-

creased contacts and improved communications; would develop

programs designed for individuals which recognize the

significance of learning environments other than the class-

room and which also encourage independent study and individualized instruction where the teacher acts as facilitator for some students; and would enable teachers to become increasingly concerned with the student’s learning

experiences and with creative programs.
Each committee member was given a copy of these

broad guidelines and asked to study them for inputs to be
made at the next meeting in three weeks.

Each individual

from their
was expected to react on the goals as looked at

area of interest.

Implementation problems which occurred

discussed at
to each member were to be written down and
the second meeting.
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The volume of responses concerning problem areas to
be encountered was unexpectedly large.

Each member brought

in at least one and some as many as four.

As the problems

were vocalized others arose to enmesh all members of the
group in discussion.

The most generic were discussed first.

Attendance keeping was the main concern of all
faculty and administrators.

With record keeping already

a difficult task the individuals worried about the open

campus and all the places to which they could wander.

The

first period -- last period study factory which could result in some students arriving late and leaving early was
also a puzzle to those who would come into the closest

contact with the situation.

The point was brought up

about whether the individual would report for homeroom

period and then be allowed freedom to leave or would there
be no homeroom registration for such an individual and a

special sign-in designated to note the entry on some

official record.
Also involved in this would be the production of
teachers
the daily attendance sheet which would tell the
to be
which student was officially in school and supposed

present at assigned classes.

This sheet was always typed

registration at 7:50 A.M
by the attendance IBM machine after
had the official information in their pos-

Teachers then

had
session during first period and could note who
registered
neglected to attend class while having been

present in homeroom.

)
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The difficulty of students loitering in corridors was
a large area of concern for the faculty present.

Teachers

who had become accustomed to quiet corridors were very

apprehensive of large groups of students disturbing classes
by making noise outside quiet classroom doors.

A suggestion

of student monitors to patrol the corridors was discussed

but voted down by the students present.
The standards for entry into the program occupied

much discussion time at the second meeting.

Joined with

this was the mechanism for dismissal from the program.

Because the school committee had chosen to be very conser-

vative on granting the privilege, most members thought in
terms of restrictive membership governed by such principles
as marks, attendance, and disciplinary records.

The third meeting of the Advisory Committee was a

continuation of the second in that many possible elements
of the plan were discussed.

2 0

The use of the cafeteria

and the fears of neighbors that their property would become
a hangout took up much time.

The truant officer wanted

advice on how he was to keep track of those out wandering

legitimately and those illegally missing required classes.
The librarian of a nearby branch disclosed that a completely

20

South High School Advisory Committee on Open
(MimeoCampus, Minutes of meeting, October 6, 1971.
grahed.
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rescheduled day for her facility would be the result of
indiscriminate release of high school students.

The music

teacher feared that her useage of the auditorium for classes

would be usurped by increased auditorium programs and the

mini-courses that had been suggested.

She also wondered

aloud about the qualifications of the people who would be

teaching the mini-courses.
A great deal of time was spent on supervisory res-

trictions and whether they would be abrogated by the certified school personnel when the student was on a released
basis during the school day.

The permission of parents to

enter their child into the program bothered many who were

fearful of lawsuits.

An insurance program of wider range

for those involved was also suggested here.

Forgeries of

permission blanks was another area forseen as troublesome
by the committee members.

Because some students would not be present for home-

room under part of the plan, administrators worried how
information ordinarily disseminated during that period

would reach them.

They also wanted some sort of policy on

smoking on school grounds which had created many problems
in the past.

To their mind more freedom would increase

the danger of students smoking within the building.

Other problems encountered in this meeting were

restrictions on the use of automobiles

,

permission from

Clark University for expanded use of their facilities,

especially their library; how far students could go
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distance-wise from the school; and how tardiness from class
would be handled under the new restrictions.

Many of these

problems could be dealt with inside the boundaries of this
group while others had to be researched in the field.

By

the fourth meeting all major problems had been noted and

discussion began on how they could be handled by South High
in light of the conservative stance of the School Committee.

21

Eligibility for the program was the opening question discussed in meeting number five because it was so generic to
South High and its ability to succeed within the goals of
the program.

Some members believed that acceptance be

restricted according to the plan submitted by the Special

Advisory Committee in June, 1971.

These restrictions in-

cluded good attendance, satisfactory academic achievement
and a good discipline record.

The student representatives and the assistant

principal argued vehemently against this position.

Their

criteria
rationale was that to restrict the program by those

program
would eliminate the people who needed such a
These committee
change so badly -- the terminal students.
poor attenmembers held that poor academic performance,
most cases signified
dance, and poor behavioral record in
process disenchanting
that the student found the schooling

and irrelevant.

was that
The main thrust of their argument

the new freedoms and
to keep such a student away from

Committee on Open Campus,
South High School Advisory
(Mimeograp e
Minutes of meeting, Nov. 9, 1971.
21

.

.
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directions offered by open campus would make the program
elitist and hollow.

This made sense to the committee and

the first rule that was passed and lodged in the Open Campus

Constitution was that membership be offered to all members
of the senior class at South High.

The problem of attendance keeping was the next major
issue which the committee took up.

It was noted that a

relatively small number of the individuals eligible for
22
open campus would have a study hall first period.
•

Since

one of the major functions of the idea was to provide

flexibility in movement, the committee decided to recommend
that the student with a free first period would not be

required to report to homeroom but would sign in at his
arrival with a book to be kept at the assistant principal’s

office for such a purpose.
The accompanying problem of school news announcement

which would ordinarily be made during homeroom was tabled
with suggestions made about written notices to be passed
out with the teacher’s attendance slip.

Also discussed

added to the
and recommended was that a separate sheet be
of those
attendance record which noted the official arrival

entitled to enter late.

This would then be circulated

apprised of up
during second period and keep the teachers
to date attendance figures.
was halted at
The discussion of other major problems

22

Ibid

.

,

p

.
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"this

point whsn permission

wa.s

received from the superintendent

for teams of members to visit schools in the area already

implementing some aspects of open campus.

The plan was for

different individuals to accompany committee members from
other Worcester high schools into the experimenting schools
to watch first hand the on-going programs.

Team members were urged to accumulate as much

written data about each program as was provided and question
as many students, faculty, and administrators as possible

as to the features of the program as well as failures

encountered in the implementation process.

Committee

members were further reminded to address themselves to
possible solutions for problems which had already arisen
in the pre- implementation stage for their particular

school.

When all visits had been made the committee mem-

bers would return to their individual schools and report

their findings strengthened by first hand knowledge of

experiments in the field.

.

CHAPTER

V

The Implementation of the Plan at South High

Visitations to Other Systems
To gain first hand familiarity with the open campus

programs functioning at nearby schools, the teams of com-

mittee members from the four Worcester public high schools
began their series of visitations in mid-November of 1971.
The schools which had arranged tours for the visitors were

Brookline, Weston, Winchester, Swampscott, and Falmouth

High schools.

Released time for Worcester students and

faculty was arranged in advance by each school’s principal.

Brookline High was in the midst of a program they
called Phase One.

Operative since September 1969, Phase

One's function was to establish a number of conditions

believed to be a test of students' readiness to manage
their own study time.

It was to be a prelude to Phase Two

which would incorporate flexible conditions for classroom
instruction, new courses, and concepts of differentiated
staffing
Some of the guidelines for Brookline's innovation

were that eligibility was restricted to members of the
sophomore, junior, and senior classes who had both parental
and Housemaster approval; the library and other school
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resources were opened on
students

;

a.

1
no— pass
basis for all participating

a late arrival early dismissal plan incorporated

into a revolving schedule; and free student choice of how

study hall time was to be spent.

The division of a

numerically large high school into four "houses” of six
hundred to seven hundred students apiece governed by a

Housemaster made the school a more personal experience for
all involved and helped generate a responsive atmosphere
for such a new educational concept.

In 1971 Brookline was

still working on Phase One with no sign of Phase Two being

implemented in the near future.
Falmouth High school extended its school day in
1968 because of a pupil population which had risen to

twelve hundred forty-seven in a school designed for a

capacity of nine hundred fifty students.

2

In 1969 the

elimination of study halls was effected because only the

auditorium had the area available for such a congregation.
By 1970 more structured procedures were instituted to

provide ancillary programs for students free during
various periods of the day

.

Organized activities in

dramatics, arts, Advanced Biology Lab, commercial office
work, and an on-going audiovisual seminar were provided
See Brookline High, "Guidelines for Phase One,”
Brookline, 1970.
1

Report
See Falmouth, Hass. School Department, "A
1971.
on the Extended School Day," Falmouth,
2
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along with periodic auditorium programs.

Additionally

athletic facilities were made available to
those students
who were free during the school day. The
only restrictions
placed on individuals in the program was because
of speci-

fic parental denial of permission or
non-participancy

because of disciplinary infractions.

Weston High School did not have the overpopulation

problem that mandated an extended day such as Falmouth
High adopted.

In adopting the open campus type change,

however, Weston added a new facet to the concept.

Both

juniors and seniors were allowed the privilege of arriving
late or leaving early when they did not have classes for

the opening or closing periods of the day.

The seniors

received an amplified edition of the privilege in that
during their unassigned time within the school day they

would be able to participate in self directed activities
both in school and off campus.
The Weston plan was otherwise typical of the gen-

eral open campus arrangements.

A contract of sorts

was required of each participant to signify eligibility and
.

.

.

parental acceptance of responsibility

m
.

.

case of a mishap.

An important point made, and noted in particular by South
High Committee members

,

was that academic achievement

was not held to be a criteria for involvement in the new

program.

^See Weston, Mass Public Schools, "Open Campus
Recommendations," Weston, 1971.
4

Ibid.

,

p.

32.

4

Winchester High, whose plan was described in depth in
Chapter Three, had more literature and carefully spelled out
rules than any other school visited.

0

An abundance of

committees covering all physical and philosophical aspects
of the new approach had made various recommendations to the

governance committee and a long list of do's and don'ts had
been the result.

Although restricting the spirit of the

change, the in depth coverage of contingencies was a boon
to the Worcester researchers who were seeking just such

structure within which to formulate a policy for their

respective schools.
Swampscott was the last school visited and yielded

additional ammunition to the visiting committee members

especially in the form of the utilization of teacher aides
and paraprofessionals performing nonprofessional functions.
By supervising study halls and lunch rooms the Swampscott

paraprofessionals freed the teachers to work on a one to
one guidance basis to those students participating in the

open campus plan.

Valuable survey materials designed to

of
evaluate the on-going process and an extensive list

were
educational alternatives in the form of mini-courses

researchers.
also culled from the Swampscott plan by the

^See the Winchester Public Schools,
Campus Plan," Winchester, 1970.

1

he Open

"1 he Open
See the Swampscott School Department
Swampscott, 1 1
Campus for Swampscott High School,"
6

,

(

.

.
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In all of the various plans about which
information

was gathered, the introduction of mini-courses was
a basic

foundation of the open campus idea.

By consensus defini-

tion a mini-course was of indeterminate length, designed
to
meet the student’s vocational or avocational needs in a

specific area of the instructor's expertise.

The basic

idea was that the old curriculum needed an immediate up-

dating and revision but normal channels were slow and

relatively inflexible when such change was needed.

The

mini-course encompassing such divergent areas as scuba
diving, conservational and environmental problems, college

application workshop, classic cars, surveying, data processing, how to buy a used car and a list of others sprang
up in the vacant areas of the school day once designated
as study halls.

For the school employing some segment of open

campus the mini-course became the focal point of outside

planning and activity.

Some systems employed a full-time

director to coordinate the continuity of offerings as
well as overseeing and implementing lectures, seminars,

demonstrations, and workshops.

Other schools worked out

the scheduling on a voluntary basis with instructors culled

from the faculty on a personal interest basis.

For all

the mini-course was a welcome departure from the five
day a week, one hour a day curriculum-outlined course.
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The Formation of Guidelines at South High

When the Worcester committees re-gathered they were
better equipped to deal with immediate implementation plans

because of the first hand information accumulated during
the visitation period.

Skeptical members of the South High

Advisory Committee were now armed with hard data whereby
decisions of a positive nature could be made.

The committee

began to function as a whole at this point in time and
specific recommendations were forthcoming.
The philosophy behind the South open campus reso-

lution began to take shape of a lifting of the custodial

function of the school and giving it an optional status.
The traditional two functions which the American high

school has been asked to perform by the public were in-

struction and custody for the students entrusted to its
care.

7

The first function to be scrutinized at South

would be the custodial and once that had been modified then
the instructional could take a different shape.

The exact spot where open campus emerged as a

change agent was to provide other options for students
not required to be instructional teacher supervised

situations within the time barriers of the particular
school day.

Study facilities and lunch service were to

"^"Winchester Tries Open Campus," The Massachusetts
Teacher December, 1972, p. 18.
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continue being offered but the eligible students would use
these as they saw fit.

Students were to be allowed to

engage in self-directed activities both within and without
the building but within certain guidelines.

The five goals of the program were stated as:

(1)

to

provide for increasing student responsibility as a means
of developing self-discipline, (2) to provide opportunities
for formal and informal contact between teachers and

students and students with students, (3) to provide oppor-

tunities for curriculum development from a team approach,
(4)

to provide opportunities for students to be involved

with community projects and to use community resources,
and (5) to provide for a more positive learning atmosphere
for both students and teachers.

With these broad goals in

mind the committee set out to create a mechanism which would
bring them to fruition; be suitable for the physical,

psychological, and social and environmental make up of
South High School; and lastly, be tight enough in procedure
to satisfy an avowedly conservative school committee.

Chronologically, the first area to be attacked was
the criteria eligibility.

While original sentiments had

centered around strict rules of academic and disciplinary
performance, the committee was now more amenable to the
students’

suggestion that all members of the senior class

be extended the privilege as long as their parents approved.

Rules were set up so that after open campus started,

transgressions would result in suspension of the individual

s
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right to participate.

A student who was late for school once during the
open campus trial period would receive a warning.

A

student who was late twice would have a letter sent home

advising that the situation had reached a point where the

privilege was endangered.

Any additional tardiness would

result in the suspension of the open campus prerogative.
Tardiness to class was looked upon as a joint

responsibility of the individual teacher at the beginning
of the program.

Repeated violations by the students were

to be handled by the individual teacher.

Tardiness by the

faculty members was held to be a matter for the administration to rule upon.
The first class cut experienced by a student under

open campus was to result in a letter home advising the
parents of the transgression.

The second cut would result

in a two week suspension of open campus and a talk with the

parents about the precipitancy of the situation.

Any

additional cuts would result in the five week suspension
indiof open campus or its eventual revocation tor the

vidual involved.
ruling,
To further clarify the criteria for dismissal

system be on a
the committee decided that the tardiness
a yearly basis.
term basis and the cut penalty system be on

because the
This put more teeth into the cut penalty
year's
offender stood to lose the privilege for a whole

time because of continually missed classes.
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The previously existing system for handling school

tardiness and class cutting had been one of the main

complaints of students in the formative meeting stages of

negotiations the previous spring.

Formerly, three tardi-

nesses for home room resulted in the student being given
a P.M.

or a period of thirty-five minutes in which he would

stay in a detention room after school with a group of other

offenders under the supervision of a faculty member.
Students intentionally missing school would receive a

similar penalty many times after having been suspended.

Cutting class after having registered in morning home

room was an even more severe crime resulting in longer
suspensions and longer detention time following the student’s

return to school.
The committee was unanimous in its thought that the

students would be more faithful to their class commitments

under the new rules.

The detention-suspension system had

become farcial over the years with students owing huge
numbers of detentions on their commencement day.

Others

had shown their contempt for the operation by continually

cutting the detention period in order to receive a

suspension which served as a vacation from the whole

oppressive environment.
The problem presented by loitering in the corridors
or noisy conduct interfering with classes was to be handled
in the same way.

advisories
of time.

,

After a number of warnings and home

the privilege would be rescinded for a period

On a more positive basis the committee voted to

U3

turn the girl’s cafeteria into a student commons so that
those who were free and did not wish to study or attend

other functions would have a place to socialize and interact with fellow students.
It was noted at this time that the faculty and

administration should be educated to the fact that when
eligible students were not in assigned classes they would
be free to move about the "campus" to engage in any

legitimate activity they wished -- study, exercise, obtain

refreshment, sleep, talk, in short, socialize.

Socializing

has always been considered a part of the learning process
in a student's education yet it was noted that in the

highly structured atmosphere of the public schools very
few opportunities present themselves for such experiences.
One committee member expressed the opinion that it is

regrettable that the number of students who never get to
know their classmates in four full academic years is so
high.
In order to rule on situations surrounding open

campus, the committee voted to set up a judiciary board

made up of faculty, students, administrators, parents and
local business people.

The specific areas which this

board would handle were not delineated but in general any

regulation not within the jurisdication of the administration would fall under its authority.

The committee further

nucleus
noted that the existing group would provide a good
for the foundation of such a board.
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The problem of home room registration for those with
first period study received both a short and long term

solution.

Upon investigation the assistant principal had

found that only eighteen members of the senior class had a
first hour study hall in the schedules made out the pre-

vious September.

For these few a separate sign in sheet

would be provided at the tardy station maintained in the
girl's cafeteria.

The notification of school business

which was announced over the public address system during
home room would be printed up and handed to these indi-

viduals at the check in station.
The long term solution to the problem received two

suggestions.

One was a rotating schedule in which classes

would change from day to day on a cyclical basis enabling
every participant to be free first and last hour one day
a week.

The other suggestion for next year was that home

room be between second and third period instead of first
thing every morning.

This would enable all home rooms to

meet as a group because no student would have the

1

ii

st

three periods free at any time.
the
In a survey taken of the senior class to get
the
anonymous opinions of the members for such a change,

answers were optimistic but guarded.

"A great way to

eliminate stupid study periods," said one senior.

"Will

school,
definitely improve the socialization around

replied another.

"It improves my attitude about school

just thinking about it," answered a third.
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On the other hand honest feeling was shown by such

comments as "If it doesn’t start until April 1st seniors
are going to cut out anyway and ruin it for the kids coming
up next year."

Also, along those same lines, a senior girl

said "The juniors should have more of a chance to be in

open campus because they want it next year and will be more

willing to cooperate this year so that it continues." 8
In general, the students expressed confidence in

their maturity to cope with the transition.

The alterna-

tive enrichment activities which were listed received

favorable comment and some, such as names of films and
suggestions for mini-courses were added to the printed
form.

The students were unanimous in their opinion that

the change should start as early as possible so that they

would have a chance to get the feel of it before school
got out in June.

A final major area which the committee undertook
was the legal and supervisory function which would be

abrogated under open campus.

Massachusetts school law

stated quite clearly that once a child had registered for
school in the morning that he was the school's responsi-

bility in loco parentis or in place of the parents.

Strictly applied this law served to create custodial factors

enumerated in previous chapters but in order to skirt the

A11 opinions were gathered from a pre-implementation
in
survey filled out by all seniors at South High School
January 1972.
8
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strict legal application and act more in the spirit of the
law instead of the letter of the law, certain provisions

had to be made.

Following the lead of the pioneering schools, South

High drew up a contract which decreed an agreement between
student, parent, and school.

The main reason for the

contract was to cover the school administration during the
periods of the school day when the student was not under
school supervision.

By an agreement with the parents and

the student involved, the school placed this responsibility
in the hands of those two parties.

The contract proved to be a difficult area for the

committee to decide upon.

The question of whether the

eligibility and penalty regulations should be included
caused much discussion.

How the contract was to be

disseminated and followed up was also a problem.

Protection

against forgery was another area of concern for the com-

mittee as they endeavored to keep the mechanism as tight
as possible.

The majority of the committee voted to keep the

contract as simple as possible.

(See Appendix A.)

The

parents could sign the document accepting responsibility
for their offspring's movements during those unsupervised

hours of school.

Also included was a refusal answer in

case the parent for some reason wished to deny the privilege
to their youngster.

These people would then be provided

supervised study areas as before.
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Protection against torgery was decided
as not being
as serious as was thought.
A follow up

letter was to be sent

to the parent acknowledging the return
of the paper with the

proper signatures.

The original copy of the contract
was

to be kept on file in the principal's
office to provide

documentation of parental permission or denial.
The dissemination of the contract and other
informa-

tion pertinent to the change was arranged after
lengthy
discussion.

A cover letter explaining the goals and mech-

anisms for the innovation was to be sent to all parents

well in advance of the contract release.

The details of

open campus were to be explained to the eligible members
at an assembly two weeks prior to the institution of the

change
At this time copies of the contract were to be

released to the students for parental signatures.

They were

to be returned within a week and filed in the chief adminis-

trator's office.

The follow-up acknowledgement would then

be mailed to seal the agreement.

A special letter was drafted for distribution to
the local merchants and businesses as well as schools to

inform them of the new scheduling procedures. (See Appendix A.)

Their cooperation and patience was requested along

with an explanation of the basic premise of open campus
and its possible impact.

A hint was also included about a

possible increase in business during various hours of the
day when students would ordinarily be confined to the school

8b

grounds
Because the problem solving had taken so
long, the
school year was more than half over as the
committee
entered its final phases.

When the time that the school

committee would take was brought into consideration,
the
target date for implementation looked to be April
first.

This caused some restlessness among the junior class
at

South and they responded through their two representatives
on the Advisory Committee.^
The basis of their argument was that eleventh graders

should be included on the eligibility list for open campus.

Their rationale for this was that the seniors would be

naturally restive by April and would not have the proper

commitment to a program which was on trial.

The juniors,

however, would be looking toward the following September
as a full senior year under the new schedule and would be-

have in a more responsible manner during the crucial trial
This argument was sensible as far as the committee

period.

was concerned and it was made a part of the recommendations
to the superintendent.

The final section of the recommendations to the

superintendent included a list of fourteen options for

participants for non-class time.

9

(See Appendix A.)

These

See The South High School Advisory Committee for
Open Campus, minutes of meeting of the Advisory Committee,
February, 1972.
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were considered definite by the advisory
committee and
could be implemented without a great deal of
difficulty.
Because this listing would go to the School
Committee for
final approval care was taken to include all
suggestions
of a purely educational nature.

Also included was an on-going program to be studied
and developed while the first phase of South's plan
was

evolving.

Such items as mini-courses, programs in conjunc-

tion with nearby Clark University, community related programs and the development of an auditorium type program

that would make use of community resource personnel, films,

lectures, demonstrations and debates.

(See Appendix A.)

A second phase, based upon the successes, needs and ex-

periences of phase one was sketched in as a rider to the
initial proposal.
The superintendent received the plan in late February
and after a short period of study forwarded it to the School

Committee along with the programs for the other three
public high schools.

In their next monthly meeting the

School Committee received extensive advisement from a group
ot representatives from each school's advisory committee.

Many students from all the schools involved attended the

meeting and voiced their approval or disapproval vocally
during the deliberations.
The biggest deletion from the submitted proposals
was the inclusion of the junior class in open campus.

Despite long arguments to the contrary accompanied by vocal
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comments from the attendant students, the
Committee denied
eleventh graders the privilege of participation.
The main
reason given for the Committee's refusal was that
the
juniors were "not mature enough for the plan ." 10
At the suggestion of the Committee South adopted
two

other points which had been included in the programs
of the

other schools.

Permission for automobile use during open

campus would have to be secured through a special authori-

zation form signed by both the principal and the parents of
the student.

Additionally, each student would be issued an

identification card signed by the principal as proof of
eligibility for membership in the plan.

(See Appendix A.)

These were to be carried at all times and presented upon

request

With the way cleared by the School Committee for
South to implement the plan, South mailed out its advisory
letter to the parents of the students involved.

An informa-

tional assembly was then held with the contract issued to
each student at the conclusion.

Two weeks were allowed

for the return of the contract, issuance of identification

cards and the follow-up letter to the consenting parents.

Upon receipt of the signed contract the school
issued a list of fourteen guidelines formulated by the

Advisory Committee and approved by the principal.

10

This

See the Worcester School Committee, Minutes of
Meeting, March 1972.
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list included, cafeteria hours, home room registration

directions and behavioral instructions on the handling of

identification cards

•

(See Appendix A.

)

On April

first over two hundred seniors made use of the open campus

privilege
For the first time the maturity level of the student

was recognized officially by the Worcester Public Schools.

Heretofore the voting privilege and military conscription
had been accorded people in this age bracket but not the

freedom to self direction of free time during the school
day.

Their powers of judgement were receiving a period

of test and examination to see if they improve with exercise.

The beauty of the change was contained in the

latitude that was allowed by its introduction.

A small

shift in emphasis such as this innovation produced the

Boston Metro program and opened up the community to education on all levels.

For the college bound student the

judicious use of out of class time can enhance survival
chances in the world of higher education.

For the vocation-

ally oriented student for whom school and its curriculum
was irrelevant, experiences that could be picked up during

released time might lead to larger vistas of occupations
in later life.

CHAPTER VI

Conclusion and Ramifications
Open campus was not in and of itself the panacea
to
solve all the problems besetting Worcester’s secondary
schools.

It will without doubt generate a few new ones.

In Worcester and other areas it was a recognition of
the

fact that what happened to students while they were in

school was more important than how long they were there.
Further, the introduction of the plan to Worcester

was an acknowledgement that mere busy work or time serving
was indefensible.

It was an endorsement of the principle

that students need to develop their capacity for personal

responsibility to the maximum and assumed that they were
able to take such responsibility.

The caution of the

School Committee was a result of the difficulty in estab-

lishing procedures for evaluating the minimum capacity

necessary for an individual to take on responsibility for
initial participation in the plan.
It must be recognized that all students are not

able to take personal responsibility for managing their
free time.

Some are not ready to take it at all and if

suddenly given free time may get into trouble.

The school

must keep in mind that it has the responsibility to encourage habits of self-restraint and self-discipline within
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its students and that like other habits
these develop

unevenly among any group of individuals.

The school should

not hesitate to remove from the program
those who by their
own action have demonstrated their inability
to handle the
innovation.
On the whole, however, students of the current

generation possess a maturity beyond their years.

The

media of the modern world has revealed vistas to them
during their lifetime which were unimagined in their scope

twenty years ago

.

This has produced a generation far more

wise in the factuality of life and more aware biologically
and sociologically than any previous group of students
at the secondary school level.

The anomaly of this greater student sophistication
is that the student today is more detached from the core

of his school's operation than in earlier times.

The mere

size of the school today indicates to a certain degree

impersonalization of the student body.

The old small

school with its small faculty exists no longer and

a con-

siderable restructuring of the contemporary operation is
needed to involve the most biologically, socially, and

psychologically mature generation America has ever had.
Today in the light of rapid social change, one has
to be socially, intellectually, and politically alert to

comprehend the demands upon our institutions.

Governments,

churches, and tax structures have become obsolete in their

service patterns and need to be overhauled.

Even worse,
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schools, which should be the ideal lever for social
change,

reflect our society closely, even emphasizing many of
its

worst features while retaining the classic defects of
academic institutions.
Young people today have become overtly antagonistic
"to

their educational institutions because of the multitude

of hypocrisies which are foisted upon the learner in the

guise of knowledge.

The fatuous remark that Columbus dis-

covered America is patently false; the story of Lincoln
as the "Great Emancipator"

is matched on the other side by

the knowledge that he supported a move to deport Blacks to

Africa and that his Emancipation Proclamation was, in his
own words, "a military necessity" to weaken the Confederacy;
the demand in schools for law and order is undermined by the

fact that many law and order advocates pleaded that

Lieutenant Calley should go free after being convicted of

killing numerous unarmed civilians at My Lai; or he hears
that "all men are created equal" and knows through bitter

experience in the streets that this is mockery to anybody
but the privileged.

Further, with the words of the Constitution

still

ringing in his ears that "all persons are citizens," he

reflects upon the totalitarian edicts of his own school
administrators.

The school was meant as a miniature of the

society we hope to achieve but it is about as far from a

democratic reality as one can travel.

The laboratory

method for teaching citizenship could have no better
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subject than the school with all its problems as a social
community.

Yet this field lies fallow and in many cases

produces antipathetical individuals soured on the system
and all its institutions.

Lastly, the school should create an atmosphere of

mutual sharing and caring.

A police force would find in-

surmountable the job of insuring a law-abiding society if
the people at large refused to submit to its framework.

Paul Goodman stated that "no city is governable if it does
1

not grow citizens who feel it is theirs".'

'

Likewise, the

school must create this feeling amongst its members.
But what changes can answer all these questions and

still stand a change of implementation after fighting the

bureaucratic and attitudinal battle?

Broad, sweeping

reforms are so difficult to push past the implacable status
quo position.

Why is it that parents and citizens, usually

anxious to be modern in other areas of living become im-

patient with, often criticize, or reject efforts to bring
the school abreast of today’s society?

reform efforts dissipate?

Why do change

Why do teachers become disillu-

sioned with the new effort and give up?
In too many cases the changes have represented
school already
something tacked onto the organization the
has.

program and
It is the basic structure of the school

the
Paul Goodman, Compulsory Mis-educati on and
±964),
Books,
Vintage
Comm unity of Schools (New York!
1

p"!

55
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organization that is most in need of change.

Most importantly

it must be changed to something that is
simpler, more self-

checking than the present pattern.

The school bureaucracy

must be deflated and thinned out to a point where its
efforts
are pointed toward educational goals rather than the
control,

classification and labeling of students.

Record-keeping can

become too often an end in itself and must be placed in

proper perspective.
Toward this end the school itself should be reorganized so that the processes once so tightly controlled by

formal organization are handled informally.

As a result

of this shift, greater autonomy and power of decision must
be exercised by smaller subunits of the school such as

individual teachers and individual pupils.

The power of

judgement must be cultivated in all and strengthened by
exercise.

This is what education is all about.

And therein lies the crux of the matter.

If the

simplest change of all must be made then individuals must
be made more responsible for themselves.

Young persons

cannot claim to be educated unless they know how to assume
the mantle of responsibility.

They cannot lead lives

that are rewarding to either them or their society unless

mature responsibility is part of their makeup.

It is

even more important to the social climate of the school
itself, for there cannot be a happy constructive community

where people are not responsible.

Unfortunately, few

schools today give the development of responsibility slightly
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more than lip service.
The school is lirst and foremost a social institution
and a social community.

community

,

Unless it is a success as a social

it is quite unlikely to be a great success as

anything else.

To design a change which will be a first

step in effecting such a success is the immediate aim of
an open campus plan.

Releasing students from study halls is easy but it
is far from a simple matter to develop meaningful alterna-

tives to study halls or non-class time.

Such alternatives

are essential to the success of any open campus program

and must be of constant concern to all involved.

Constant

communication amongst existing programs leaning heavily
on demonstrated successes is an essential requisite lor a

developing change of this variety.
Further changes which can emanate from this opening
are numerous

.

With the revolving period plan an ideal

setting for flexible scheduling is present.

The use of

paraprof essionals to supervise some areas of the school
day is a first step toward some elements of a differentiated
staff.

The multitude of experiences that can be offered by

the surrounding community once the school walls have been

breached would logically lead to an extended school day
and year.

With a clear plan in mind and an adequate

philosophy of the change process as directed to educational
institutions, the change agent can create new vistas to

open and envigorate the secondary schools of this country.

APPENDIX

Open Campus Report - December 15, 1971
A Modified Open Campus Plan Proposed for South High
School Worcester
Open Campus Contract/South High
Open Campus Information - March 3 0 19 7 2
Open Campus Information to Faculty - March 30, 1972
Letter to Merchants of South Worcester
Application for Automobile Use
Open Campus Registration Card
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OF

WORCESTER
JOSEPH

T.

SOUTH high school

KENNEALLY

PRINCIPAL

RICHARDS STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01603

December 15, 1971
OPEN CAMPUS RE PORT

RECOMMENDATIONS

:

The Open Campus Committee of South High School recommends that the

adminis tration of South High be allowed to adppt- the

’’Open Campus”

concept for the second semester of the school year 1971-72*
iThe

(

Phase One

)

recommendations are proposed in terms of LIMITS * The limits are goal

established for phase one 0 The committee recommends that the limits should
not be exceeded during p ha sip one® The recommendations are stated in terms
of limits because it is necessary for more student , parent, faculty, and

community involvement in the final form that the concept will take during
.phase one*
iThe
1 o

!2 0

recommended limits of phase one are:
Seniors and Juniors may be eligible for participation in the program*

Students must apply for participation and must secure the

s

igned

permission of their pa rent or guardian,,
)3o

Penalties for failure to conform to the provisions of the contract

will be developed and enforced*
-4*

Those participants who have a scheduled first period study hall may
come to school late but must be on time for their first scheduled class*

5*

Those participants who have a scheduled last period study hall may be
allowed to leave the building at the conclusion of their last sea
classo

160

first or
Those participants who have study halls assigned other than
. AW ^

>v>o-.r

o

‘' 1
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS

OF

WORCESTE
JOSEPH

T.

S

O

urn HIGH SCHOOL

KENNEALLY

PRINCIPAL

RICHARDS STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSE1TS 01603

•*

J7e

2

*»

A committee of faculty and students will be established to constantly

monitor and evaluate the program*
|£o

Opportunities for increased insurance should be provided*

OPTIONS F O R PARTICIPANTS FOR NON* CLASS TIME DURING PHASE ONE
1 C

Attendance at regularly scheduled study hallo*

2.

Auditing of other classes*

3*

Use of the coed cafeteria as a student commons*

4c

Use of the school library*

:

Use of the Main South Library on Fridays*
6* Use of the Goddard Memorial Library of Clark University*
1

Participation in a tutorial program in the neighborhood elementary school

7*

Is*

Use of the school smoking area*

|9«

Use of the school laboratories and specialized equipment when available*

1

10a

Practice of instrumental music lessons*

IK

Engage in sports for recreation or practice*

1 1

0

U 3 C of the time for student-teacher conferences*

(l3o Use of the time for guidance counseling services,,

M4o

Go to local business establishments for personal reasons*

]

developed
During phase one additional options will be studied and

f

1 *

committee has been
The development of a mini-course program, A study

established*
Jj2o

conjunction with Clark dru
The development of potential programs in

Liaison has been n established and talks

are continuing*

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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OF

WORCESTER
JOSEPH

T.

SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL

KF.NNEALLY

PRINCIPAL

Additional Options

(

ccnt 0

RICHARDS STREET
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 01603

)

3. The development of community related programs.
We have asked for the heir

Ci tho Coordinator of School Volunteers and
she has begun work on this

potentiality#
4* The development of an auditorium type program that
would make use of

community resource personnel, films, lectures, demonstrations,
debates,
PHASE TW O

This phase would rest on the experience of phase one#
Areas of concentration would include;
1#

The re-examination of student participation# Should it be extended?

Should some be removed?
20

The implementation of options developed during phase one#

3* The evaluation of the existing options of phase one#
4*

A study of

3*

A study of attendance taking procedures#

the schedule of class periods*

Bernard L# McManus
Assistant Principal, Chairman

Joseph T. Kenneally, Principal

e
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A MODIFIED OPEN-CAMPUS PLAN
PROPOSED
FOR SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL WORCESTER

Current trends in education nave indicated
that some
change must take place in the traditional
high school
cur-

riculum.

The traditional curriculum has served
us well for

years but to keep pace with the educational
scene and to
better meet the needs of our particular student
body,

certain modifications should be made.
All educators are agreed that attendance is of prime

consideration in the carrying out of educational functions.
Upon surveying South High student attitudes and needs the
special advisory committee on open-campus recommends that
some sort of open-campus plan must be initiated.

This

does not mean that complete freedom to wander about will
be extended to the student body.

Nor does this mean that

the basic educational experience or subject load will be

reduced.

All students involved will still carry five

major subjects with the same completion requirements as
always.

The only difference is that on those to whom this

privilege is extended, will fall the burden of increased
freedom to grow in a more flexible educational environment

.

The following plan is a result of continuous dis-

cussion in meetings neld throughout the school year by
a committee involving students, teachers, administrators,
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and parents:
1

.

2

.

3.

If approval is granted, the committee
would aim
flfteenth as a date for implementation for
of the
program^

Frequent planning sessions would be set up
September and October, 1971, for plans of during
implementation
and expansion of the open-campus plan.
Every ten weeks
the programs of all students involved in
would be reviewed concerning growth of theopen-campus
students
within the structure of the program. The review
board
would consist of students, administrators,
teachers
and parents.
In addition to the independent educational
opportunities .which are available to the students in our
area
we will also offer within the school confines optional
opportunities for lectures seminars mini-courses
group guidance, etc. based on student surveys.
,

,

,

4.

Adequate facilities will be provided in the school for
those students electing to remain in the school confines on an independent basis.

5.

The only students to be involved in the initial phase
of the program will be twelfth grade students.
Students
will be required to attend a minimum of five full
credit academic subjects and other required curricular
offerings

Students will not oe required to be present within the
school during an unassigned class period.
Students
may take the option of independent study within tne
school, or elect from a variety of educational opportunities
.

This proposed plan represents an initial phase of
implementation.
Further planning and study would
eventually lead to the expansion of the program to
include larger segments of the student population.
6.

Students interested in participating in the opencampus plan must:
a.

b.
c.
7.

Present a written request for admission into the
program.
Secure written parental approval.
Obtain adequate insurance coverage.

Criteria for non-acceptance into or dismissal from the
program would include excessive absenteeism and/or
tardiness, unsatisfactory academic achievement, any
demonstration of lack of responsibility to participate
in this program.
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Exhibit

#

Open Campus Contract/ South High School
The Open Campus Plan is intended to be an educational
experience with varied options available during unassigned
periods
Available to students will be a quiet study area
cafeteria, auditorium, film programs, school and Clark
University libraries, guidance office, teacner and counselor
conferences, review sessions, independent studies, and
student to student tutoring.
•

Also under consideration is the possibility of students
doing research projects, attending seminars and workshops, and
volunteer work in: hospitals, churches, schools, and
agencies within the community.
SC SC SC

« SC SC SC

•

if

«

«»

;c

«««

ft ft ft ft ft ft ft ft

«*

Although this plan offers more flexibility during the school
day, it also places greater responsibility on each student.
Each student is obligated to be present in his classe s and
to be on time.
Any student tardy to class will not be admitted and will be reported to the office as an unexcusecT
absence
After one unexcused absence or one occurrence of
unsatisfactory behavior by a student, the parents will be
notified and requested to contact South High School. After
a second unexcused absence or unsatisfactory behavior by
a student in school or Community, a parent conference may
be required.
The student will lose Open Campus privileges
for the remainder of the term
If the term is more than
half over, the student will lose privileges for the
remainder of the term and the next term. After three unexcused absences or unsatisfactory behavior, the student
will be suspended from school; he will be admitted only
when accompanied by his parent.
.

—

.

.

s'c

sc it it it it it sc it it it it it it it

s'c

sc

s'c

it it it it it it it sc it it it

s'c

it it

have read and understood the above procedures and agree to
I also agree that if I choose
assume these responsibilies
to
leave the building and the school grounds, it will be
done promptly without loitering around the school building
and school grounds and the community.
I also understand
that all of the Open Campus privileges will be revoked for
any infractions according to the above mentioned procedures.
I

.

Signatures of student (s) to be participating in the Open
Campus Plan.
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Class
Class
Class

I authorize my son(sj /daughter (s) to
participate in the
Open Campus Plan described above, and assume responsibility
if and when one or all are out of the building.

Signature of Parent
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SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL

To:

Open Campus Participants

Subject

Open Campus Information

Date

March 30, 1972

1.

Attendance at all classes is mandatory.
exceptions.

2

.

Students who are on open campus must report on time to their
academic classrooms.

3

.

There will be no

Open Campus students using cars during school hours will be
allowed to do so only with the joint permission of parent and
(A form for such authorization may be obtained at
principal.
the office.)

4.

Open Campus Students must carry their I.D. cards with them at all
times and produce them courteously to any member of the South
High School Staff who requests to see it.

5

Each student should take all precautions to protect his/her I.D.
card from loss or defacement. DUPLICATE I.D. CARD WILL MOT BE
ISSUED EXCEPT IN UNUSUAL CIRCUMSTANCES.

.

6.

Students who have a first period class must report to H.R. as
usual and on time.

7.

Students who have a first period study hall must sign in at the
tardy station before 3:45 A .M.

a.

Students who have first and second period study halls must sign in
at the Assistant Principals’ office before 9:35 A.M,

9.

Students are reminded that the Open Campus contract signed by them
and their parents prohibits loitering about the school or
littering the school corridors, school grounds, and adjacent areas
such as neighboring schools and the property of neighbors.

10.

Students should be at the location of their Open-Campus option by
the time the bell rings for the start of the next period.

11.

The Co-Ed Cafeteria will be used as a Students’ Commons. Mature
and responsible behavior on the part of those using The Commons is
expected.
>

12.

Snacks may be bought in the cafeteria from 3:00 A.M. to 10:30 ^.M,

13.

Lunches will be served from 10:30 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. After 1.00 P.M.
no food will be served because of custodial reasons.

14.

students
ooperation and mature behavior on the part of Open Campus
for
Program
Campus
111 help to insure continuation of the Open
,
‘uture years,
_
,
'

.T^eonii T

.

.

Kpnnpal Iv. Principal

SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL

Faculty

TO:

Subject:
Date:

Open Campus Information

March 30, 1972

1.

The importance of Accurate Attendance in Home Room
and
Classroom cannot be over-emphasized.
Attendance must be taken by the teacher.

2.

Each teacher will receive a Master List of all students
who are participating in the Open Campus.
The number which appears before the Student’s name is
his I.D. Card Number.

3.

Senior Home Room teachers will be notified which student
need not report to their Home Room Registration and on
which days. Home Room teachers should indicate this
information on their Home Room Seating Plans and on the
Student’s I.B.M. Attandance Cards.

4

Students who do not have First Period Open Campus must
report to Home Room on time and if he/she is tardy"
the rules now in use must be adherred to.

.

5.

Classroom teachers should identify on their Seating
Plans, by the letters O.C., those students who are
taking part in the Open Campus program.
This information is very important for substitutes.

6.

Teachers should be aware that under the Open Campus
provisions a student may choose to go to his/her Study
Hall on any particular day
5n the days he chooses
to be absent, please do not report him on the 7th
period slip.
-

!

7.

Open Campus Participants have been instructed to carry
their l.D. Cards with them at all times and to produce
them in a curteous manner when requested to do so by a
member of the South High School Staff.
Joseph T. Kenneally
PRINCIPAL
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SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL
14 RICHARDS ST
WORCESTER, MASS.

March 1972
To the Merchants of South Worcester:
It would be nice if things which have to
be done

guaranteed beneficial results for all.

Unfortunately the

desirable and undersirable often are in precarious
balance.

Whether or not the desirable wins depends on lots of people
working to make this so.
The Open Campus experiment which has been cleared
by the State Board of Education and is now in the hands of

the Worcester School Committee is a late arrival, early

dismissal, study hall, and lunch release program.

Seniors

will be allowed the freedom to choose their own alternatives
during the times that they are not involved in instructionally based situations.

Study areas, the cafeteria, the

school library as well as Clark University Library, the

guidance office and teacher conferences will be available
for students during these times.

Students will be free, with parental permission, to
leave the school and grounds each period of the day that

they have study hall.

The great majority of students will

have only one hour free at a time; however, they must meet
all class appointments on time.
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Our chief concern, and the reason for this

communication, is to ask your cooperation and
reasonable

forbearance until problems can be worked out.

We don't

want students to interfere with the normal adult use
of

your facilities, nor do we wish irresponsible students
to continue to have this privilege which the majority
will

handle well.

The police have been instructed to refer

troublesome students to us and these will be required to
attend study halls which will be run every period of the
day.

Your comments and suggestions are solicited.

We

have established an Advisory Committee which has been

active in suiting ground rules to the particular problems
of our physical plan and student body.
to contact us at your convenience.

Please feel free
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OPEN CAMPUS

APPLICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE USE
DATE

STUDENT NAME
HOME ROOM
OPEN CAMPUS NUMBER
MODEL, YEAR, AND MADE OF CAR

REASON

APPROVED

(

J

NOT APPROVED

(PARENT’S SIGNATURE)

APPkOVED

not approved

(PRINCIPAL'S SIGNATURE)

I

,

Registration

Car

N?
^

i

I.iyi

.

-

.

«WW«.W

BiWMr'rii.ilijS-
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